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Editorial
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the autumn issue of
the Insider; we hope you have all had
a wonderful summer. Within you will
find another issue with worthwhile
articles from all across the globe.
GGI member firms have already been
active, with more than 30 delegates
joining the GGI Nordic-Baltic Meeting in
Copenhagen and Malmö. Spending the
weekend in two different countries made
this event very special. Read all about it
in this issue. We also report on the GGI
Best Practices & Developing Leaders
Conference in Québec City (QC), Canada.
This year GGI’s Latin-American
Regional Conference will be held in
October, directly prior to the GGI
World Conference in Buenos Aires. In
November, we have two further events
waiting for you – the GGI Leadership
Forum & EasyMeet in Venice, Italy,
and one week later the GGI GermanSpeaking Chapter in Budapest, Hungary.
Finally, we will close out the year with the
GGI Asia-Pacific Regional Conference
in Phuket, Thailand – replacing the
Bali venue this year due to the seismic
activity in the region. You can read
all about what to expect during these
events in this issue of INSIDER.
We shall also keep you abreast of
the latest GGI news, such as the most
recent Accountancy rankings which
firmly positioned GGI in sixth place
worldwide. However, it is not only the
figures that validate GGI’s success, but

also the strong, ongoing contact between
GGI member firms. This is what makes
GGI so distinctive and successful. Stay
informed with this issue on GGI member
firms’ news and success stories.
You may also look forward to
reading a variety of topic-related
articles: Annarien Adams looks at
whether social media affects the going
concern of your business and Anna
Reyes reports on the importance of
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
for accounting firms. Nadja Holzer
compares Asset Deal and Share Deal
when buying real estate in Austria,
while Nataša Krejić updates us on
social security contributions in Bosnia
& Herzegovina. KC Chia shares
information on the re-introduction of
the Sales and Services Tax (SST) in
Malaysia. Prof Robert Anthony shares
his opinion on Blockchain – respond
to him to let him know your views on
this. Meanwhile, Paulien van Grinten
tells us about a new Dutch employment
law to repair the flaws of the Work
and Security Act, and David S. Greber
points out how the European Union’s
Privacy Regulation might apply to
US businesses. Julian Rivera also
tackles the subject of ‘Personal Data
Protection rights’, but he focuses on the
implementation of different regulations.
GGI Practice Groups continue to be
active. The terms of the current Global
Leadership Teams were drawing to a
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close, so elections have been taking
place. Read the results in this issue
and get an overview of the new (or
re-elected) leadership teams, who will
start their terms in October, directly
after the GGI World Conference.
Seven Practice Groups have published
Practice Group newsletters – the online
versions are already available on GGI’s
website (member section); some printed
copies will be presented in Buenos
Aires during the World Conference.
Ufuk Dogruer reports for the
Auditing, Reporting & Compliance
(ARC) Practice Group on ‘Occupational
Fraud and Abuse’, Jeffery L. Mowery
takes a focused approach to
accountable growth for the Business
Development & Marketing (BDM)
Practice Group, and Laurie B. Kazenoff
shares, for the International Taxation
Practice Group (ITPG), her knowledge
of why US Taxpayers may have a nasty
surprise in the 2018 Filing season. Also
the Labour Law Practice Group has been
active in contributing an article on NonCompetes Rights in Massachusetts,
jointly written by William P.H. Cary,
D. Beth Langley and Bryan Starrett.
We thank all authors for
their interesting articles.
We wish you an enjoyable read
and look forward to seeing you
again at future GGI events.


Your GGI Team

reflect the personal opinion of the
respective author only. We neither
accept liability for, nor are we able
to guarantee, the content. This
publication is for GGI internal
use only and intended solely and
exclusively for GGI members.
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UPCOMING GGI EVENTS

Buenos Aires, Argentina | 17-21 October 2018

GGI Latin American Regional
and World Conferences

GGI member host firms Traversoni
& Bengolea Abogados and Mantelli,
Esnaola S.R.L. look forward to
welcoming GGI member firms to their
country. In the previous INSIDER
issue (No. 96, July 2018), we have
already highlighted our keynote
speakers for the World Conference.
In this article you can read further
details on the Latin American Regional
Conference and stay informed on
Practice Group meeting contents
during the World Conference.
The Latin American Regional
Conference will kick off with a
reception on Wednesday evening,
17 October, in the Palacio Duhau
Park Hyatt hotel. We are delighted
to welcome on Friday morning H.E.
Hanspeter Mock, Ambassador of
Switzerland to Argentina, to open

the conference. A keynote speech
will follow to provide our delegates
with much to think about. In a panel
session, delegates will afterwards
explore increasing business
opportunities between GGI members,
discuss how communication could
be improved and streamlined and
how interaction between the different
GGI regions could be increased.
Don’t miss this session and get
tips for your everyday business.
The Latin American Regional
Conference will be officially closed
at lunch time. This portion of the
Conference will be run in Spanish,
whereas the rest of the GGI World
Conference will be run in English only.
On Thursday afternoon, the
World Conference officially begins
with the International Taxation

Buenos Aires, La Boca: colourful streets and buildings with shops and restaurants
with bright primary colours
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Practice Group (ITPG) meeting.
Alan Rajah, new Global Vice Chair
ITPG, will chair the meeting.
Several presenters from different
countries will keep their colleagues
updated on the latest developments
related to international taxation.
On Friday, further Practice Group
meetings follow in two rounds.
The Auditing, Reporting &
Compliance (ARC) Practice Group
(PG) will hold a joint meeting with
the Global Mobility Solutions (GMS)
PG, led by Seres Baum, to discuss
how new technologies have brought
changes to the every-day life of
Accounting and Audit firms and how
they may assist clients in Global
Mobility of Human Resources.
In the Business Development &
Marketing (BDM) Practice Group
meeting, chaired by Alan Rajah,
the opportunities of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) will be discussed.
How will AI impact their profession?
Participants will discuss their
experiences, benefits, fears and
concerns during a panel discussion.
Ady Nordman, Global Chair of
the CCIP PG, and his colleague Safi
Riba jointly will chair the Corporate,
Commercial & IP (CCIP) PG meeting
and look behind the scenes of HighNet-Worth Separation Proceedings.
Riba will take participants on a threepart journey, beginning with guiding
clients to plunge headfirst into their
own lives to produce relevant, newknowledge to help enable them to
correctly map their interests and
rights. Next, Riba will share how to
properly trace assets around the
world by combining legal procedures,
human intelligence and technological
solutions, which service providers
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Waterfront in Puerto Madero with the Puente de la Mujer
should be used and what methods
are effective in each circumstance,
jurisdiction and territory. Lastly, Riba
will examine how best to make use of
all the new evidence and knowledge
accumulated and what to consider
when planning your legal chessgame to achieve the best outcome
for your clients taking into account
commercial and tax aspects.
Mario Kapp will discuss during
the Debt Collection, Restructuring
& Insolvency (DCRI) PG meeting
cross-border insolvency and
restructuring topics.
Additionally to three presentations
from Byron Moldo (USA) Bernhard

Schwechel (Germany), and Khalifah
Alyaqout (Kuwait), participants are
going to discuss ideas and measures
that should be undertaken to improve
the cooperation between GGI
members in cross-border cases.
The second round of Practice
Group meetings will involve Theodore
A. Offit, who will discuss Succession
Planning for Firm Management during
the Best Practices for Professional
Services Organisations Practice Group
meeting. Panelists will share their
experiences in developing succession
plans based on their firms’ specific
management needs and culture.
Through dialogue and a healthy

Practice Groups offer intense work in small groups

exchange of ideas among peers,
participants will be able to learn Best
Practices from each other and find
better approaches and solutions to
managing their respective firms.
Steve McCrindle and Toon
Hasselman have once again organised
a very promising and innovative
Indirect Taxes (IDT) PG meeting, this
time with an interactive talk show
on the ‘Brexit’. Most or all of the
PG meeting participants will have
clients with business activities in or
with EU Member States, or the UK,
or both. But with no agreed trading
or Customs arrangements in place
what are their clients to do and what
advice can participants give them?
During the talk show participants
will explore and discuss the
current thinking on VAT and where
appropriate, other Indirect Taxes,
post-Brexit, so that they are informed
and have some knowledge and ideas
of value to take away. Any areas that
have difficulties and/or are unclear will
be noted for post-event investigation,
something Practice Group members
can work on together and exchange
ideas about after the meeting. The talk
show will be followed by a news show
to keep participants updated with
latest developments in the VAT sector.
 ...next page
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During the Litigation & Dispute
Resolution (LDR) PG meeting, chaired
by Dr Gustavo Traversoni, Bill Kelleher
(USA) will talk on ‘The unique
history and purpose of common
law courts of equity’, Francisco de
la Torre Cuellar (Mexico) will inform
on ‘Shareholder dispute in Mexico’.
Michiel Teekens (The Netherlands)
will keep participants updated on
‘Enforcements of foreign judgments’,
and Dr Gustavo Traversoni
(Argentina) will report on ‘Argentina’s
judiciary system and arbitration rules’.
‘How to optimise enterprise value:
Do’s & Don’ts in normalisations’ is
the topic of the M&A Practice Group
meeting, led by Tim van der Meer.
During this session attendees will
discuss widely used and less known
normalisations applied by M&A
dealmakers. Tips and tricks that will
change the way participants look
at earning capacity and value of a
company for the rest of their life.
At the Real Estate Practice Group
Meeting, organised by Paul Simmons,

participants will spend time sharing
information from around the
world on Real Estate markets and
trends. It is also always important
to consider the effect of changes in
legislation on Real estate markets
and transactions and participants will
review some key changes. Attendees
will learn from each others’ first
hand experience and knowledge of
clients‘ transactions in commercial
and residential Real Estate so that
everyone will be better informed
when they are advising clients back
in their home countries. The Practice
Group meeting is also intended to
be practical with the aim of members
collaborating on transactions. In
order to promote this there will also
be time as usual to share Real Estate
investment opportunities which
may be of interest to other Practice
Group members and their clients.
On Saturday morning some
promising workshops have been
scheduled – another splendid
opportunity to work intensively

closely together in small groups and
get to know fellow GGI members
from a different perspective –
while of course gaining new
and inspiring information.
Do not miss to visit the colourful
metropole Buenos Aires and
explore the Argentinian hospitality
with your GGI counterparts from
all over the world. Make use of
this excellent opportunity to meet
with like-minded professionals to
network, forge new friendships,
exchange views, knowledge and
ideas. You certainly also will be
able to catch up with old friends.
As usual, a colourful mixture
of optional and social events
will round off the conference.
GGI members yet to register for
both conferences may still do
so, although space is now quite
limited. Please use the online
registration link at www.ggi.com
(Member Login > Events). The
detailed conference programmes
are also available on the website.

Venice, Italy | 02-04 November 2018

GGI Leadership Forum
& EasyMeet

For the first time in Europe we
will offer this conference format,
combining a meeting for junior
professionals and associates of
GGI member firms (EasyMeet) and
a Best Practices styled meeting
(Leadership Forum) for experienced
senior managers. GGI member firm
Dalla Libera, based in Padova, will
kindly host this new conference.
Following the format of the
North American Best Practices &
Developing Leaders Conference,
this event promises to be a weekend

Contents

with plenty of networking and also
learning with/from each other with
regards to business development.
Keynote speaker William Johnson
has been advising professional
services firms on aligning behaviours
with strategy for over 25 years. His
interest in learning theories and
applications began when he was
commissioned in the Fleet Air Arm
of the Royal Navy, where after front
line service he became involved in
aircrew training. On leaving the Royal
Navy he trained as an organisational

psychologist and completed an
MBA before joining a boutique
strategy firm specialising in aligning
strategy, structure and behaviours.
In 1990 William began training
consultants in IBM in basic
consultancy skills and behaviours
and his clients now include some
of the world’s leading consulting
and professional services firms
and also global organisations
(including telecoms, FMCG,
technology and pharmaceutical
companies) looking to adopt the
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best practices and behaviours from
the world of professional services.
William is a Chartered Occupational
Psychologist and an Associate Fellow of
the British Psychological Society, with
an MA in Psychology from The Queen’s
College Oxford, an MBA from Warwick
Business School, and he is a graduate
of Harvard’s ‘Leading Professional
Service Firms’ programme.
During this GGI event, William will
work with both groups of participants
to enable the leaders (current and
future) of GGI’s member firms to define
the core behaviours that differentiate
their own firms and to develop and
refine these behaviours, so they can
model them in every interaction with
the client. Participants will learn and
practise the behaviours that will enable
them to communicate more effectively,
form relevant, challenging points
of view, offer insight, create impact,
generate status and above all, illustrate
significant value in every single contact
with the firm’s prospective and current
clients. In short, participants will define
how to ‘live the firm’s brand’ in every
interaction with prospective clients.
The session will also provide
an introduction to storytelling and
outline the key role that it can play to
uniquely position each GGI member
firm in the mind of their clients. In
the professional services sector, in
which every firm can look very similar,
and in which technical competence is
now a prerequisite not a differentiator,
being able to tell your firm’s story
effectively is more critical than ever.
A professional services firm’s ‘brand’
is a shortcut for people to know what
to expect from that firm. It is ‘the
stories that people tell each other
about the firm’ or ‘the way people think
about the promise the firm makes’ or
‘the things they say about your firm
when you’re not there’. For this reason,
‘storytelling’ must play a significant
role in the business development
strategy of professional services firms.
There will be many opportunities
during this event for participants to
network and learn from each other,
with sessions also offered for our
more junior members (e.g. ‘Reach

Venice, Italy

William Johnson
for the Stars – Developing as Future
Leaders within GGI’, led by Sander
van der Does and Rikesh Patel, and
‘Personal Development within a
Smaller Professional Services Firm’,
a roundtable session to see how
what paths are available for career
development within GGI member
firms, led by Michael Reiss von
Filski) in order to explore future
career options not only within their
respective firms, but also within
the broader GGI umbrella.
Adjacent to the main programme,

we also have an incredible sightseeing
programme to explore this charming
city. But best of all, you will get to stay
at one of the nicest hotels in Venice –
the San Clemente Palace Kempinski.
Located on a private island only seven
minutes away from Piazza San Marco,
you will find that this is the hotel
that will make you fall in love with
Venice all over again if the tourists
on the main island have become a
little too intense in recent years.
If you have time to extend your
stay in this fairy-tale city, you might
have the pleasures of la bella vita (the
beautiful life) that locals know very
well: the wake-up call of gondoliers
calling ‘Ooooeeeee!’, a morning
spritz in a sunny campi (square),
lunch in a crowded bacaro (bar) and
fuchsia-pink sunsets that have sent
centuries of artists mad. Venice’s
amazing collection of world-famous
museums and the 118 islands offer
plenty for your eyes to feast on.
GGI members who have not yet
done so are invited to register online,
using the registration link provided
within the internal area of our website
www.ggi.com (Member Login >
GGI Events > Upcoming Events).
The draft conference programme
is also available on the website.
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Budapest, Hungary | 09–11 November 2018

GGI German Speaking Chapter
This year the GGI GermanSpeaking Chapter will be held in
November in Budapest, kindly
hosted by GGI member firm Kovács
Réti Szegheõ Attorneys-at-Law. This
event is run fully in German.
Two fascinating keynote
speakers have confirmed their
attendance at our event:
Our first speaker, Dr Markus Krall,
has over 25 years of experience in
the financial industry, having held
consultant and senior management
roles with a focus on banking,
insurance and regulatory issues.
He advises banks, governments
and supranational organisations.
In 2017, he published the famous
bestseller ‘Der Draghi-Crash’, about
monetary policy in Europe. He
frequently writes and speaks about
the consequences of our monetary,
economic and social policies.
Our second speaker, Dr Barbara
Kolm, is currently the President of the
Friedrich August v. Hayek Institute, as
well as Founder and Director of the
Austrian Economics Center (AEC).
Having always been interested in free

Budapest, Hungary
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Dr Barbara Kolm

Dr Markus Krall

market and liberal ideas, she accepted
an invitation to join the F. A. v. Hayek
Institute in fall 2000. She expanded
the activities of the Institute and
restructured them by laying emphasis
on fundraising, reorganising and
by making more people acquainted
with the Institute. The revival of the
Austrian School of Economics in its
native country, where it had meanwhile
been forgotten and neglected for

a long time, is the mission of the
Institute. She concentrated her
work on three fields of interest.
First: classic think-tank-work
and publishing, e.g. the Institute
publishes ‘The National Library
of Austrian Economics’.
Second: teaching and students´
activities. The Institute takes
pride in the world´s first
endowed Hayek chair, held by
Prof Watrin, followed by Prof
Vanberg and Prof Vaughn et al.
Third: events, such as workshops,
international conferences, and
discussion sessions with the
goal of enlightening the public
and promoting the ideas of
free market economics.
Dr Kolm is a frequent speaker on
public policy related issues, especially
on deregulation and competition
topics, and Austrian Economics
at universities and international
conferences. She is a member of
the Board of Business Consultants
of the Austrian Federal Economic
Chamber, responsible for new market
approaches and questions of training
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and a Member of the Mont Pélerin
Society. She is President of the
European Center of Economic Growth.
The speeches at this event will no
doubt stimulate intense discussions,
and act as a sound base for networking
with our German-speaking members.
Join this event and exchange business
opportunities with your GGI fellows.
A well-planned sightseeing
programme to discover the beauties
of Budapest is certainly not missing.
Architecturally, the city is a treasure
trove, with many baroque, neoclassical,
Eclectic and art nouveau buildings,

however, during the capital’s ‘golden
age' in the late 19th century, most of
what you see today was built. There's
a lot more to Hungarian food than
goulash, and it remains one of the
most sophisticated styles of cooking in
Europe. Also do not miss the chance
to try Hungary's excellent wines – from
Eger's complex reds and Somló’s
flinty whites to honey-sweet Tokaj.
If you have some extra time, you
might also want to visit one of the
fabulous hot springs - the city is
blessed with an abundance of them.
As a result, ‘taking the waters’ has

been a Budapest experience since
the time of the Romans. The choice
of bathhouses is generous – you
can choose among Turkish-era, art
nouveau and modern establishments.
This event will no doubt
be one to remember.
GGI members who have not yet
done so are invited to register online,
using the registration link provided
within the internal area of our website
www.ggi.com (Member Login >
GGI Events > Upcoming Events).
The draft conference programme
is also available on the website.

Phuket, Thailand | 29 November–02 December 2018

GGI Asia-Pacific
Regional Conference
Once again, our plans to hold the
GGI Asia-Pacific Regional Conference
in Bali have been foiled. With the
recent seismic activity in the region,
GGI has taken the decision to
postpone the event in Bali to 2019
and to pull forward the event planned
in Phuket, Thailand, to this year.
The JW Marriott Phuket Resort
& Spa will provide the backdrop to
our relocated Asia-Pacific Regional
Conference. It’s a beautiful beachfront
location on Mai Khao Beach, with
lush gardens and fabulous pools.
The event will be hosted by our
GGI member firms in Thailand:
Dherakupt International Law Office,
MBMG Group and Strategy613.
There are a good few Practice
Groups already scheduled to take
place, and regional members are
more than welcome to contact the
Practice Group Chairpersons in
order to become more involved in
the actual programme (Practice
Group Chairpersons are listed on

Phuket, Thailand
the micro-website for the event).
All attendees are also invited to
provide Workshop suggestions to
Linda Soriton, Head of Conferences
& Events at GGI, that may be of
general interest to everyone.
We hope that you will be able
to join us at this year’s event.

Online registration is available,
using the registration link to the
micro-website provided within the
internal area of the GGI website
www.ggi.com (Member Login >
GGI Events > Upcoming Events).
The draft conference programme
is also available on the website.
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Copenhagen, Denmark & Malmö, Sweden | 07-09 Sept. 2018

GGI Nordic-Baltic Meeting
Much has been made recently of
the Danish word ‘hygge’. There is
no one English word to describe it
but it encompasses a feeling of cozy
contentment and well-being through
enjoying the simple things in life.
This national obsession with all
things cozy is credited as one of the
reasons why Denmark comes in at
the top, if not near the top, of the list
of world’s happiest countries, despite
their infamously miserable winters.
Certainly, our Danish host firms,
Lou (prounounced ‘low‘ as in ‘blow‘)
Advokatfirma and Dansk Revision
managed to create a hyggelig
atmosphere at our event. Lars Berg
Dueholm, Carsten Palsgaard and
Anders Mortensen introduced their
firms and their country to the 30+
delegates in a most delightful way,
which somehow also managed to
include a video of a Danish politician’s
rebuff to an American news anchor’s
misconceptions about Denmark.
Due to a last-minute cancellation of
a Keynote Speaker, we were especially
fortunate to have been able to have
a Norwegian save the day. Jan Ole
Gudmundsen, a senior adviser in
the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign

Participants of the GGI Nordic-Baltic Meeting posing in Malmö in front of the Øresund Bridge
Affairs, European department,
currently works in the Nordic-Baltic
section of the European Department,
with responsibility for foreign policy
cooperation between the Nordic and
Baltic states. He spoke at this same
event two years ago in Oslo, and this

year was able to give us an update
on his thoughts in the form of a
presentation on ‘Brexit – two years
on. Deal or no deal?’ Essentially, it can
go either way and it’s still anyone’s
guess as to what will finally happen.
Following lunch, the group

The Øresund Bridge is the longest combined road and rail bridge in Europe and connects two major metropolitan areas: Copenhagen, the Danish capital, and the Swedish city of Malmö
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were taken on a boat tour by the
Copenhagen Port Authority, who have
reclaimed a lot of land in the inner
harbour and transformed these into
beautiful, modern residential and
commercial areas. The amount of
building work going on in the city
was quite astounding, with many
of the new apartments offering
stunning views of the waterways.
In the evening, although it was
dinner, we were offered a proper,
traditional Christmas Day lunch
at esplanaden 48. No words can
describe how much food was on
offer and how delicious everything
was. Served in an informal buffet
manner, delegates were able to
mingle continuously while trying
to fill their plates inconspicuously
for the second or even third time.
The next morning, Saturday, the
group started off at a rather decent
hour to Malmö. Crossing the Øresund
Bridge, the bus took the group to
another unforgettable lunch experience
at Restaurant Sture, a Michelin-guide
restaurant that opened for lunch
especially for GGI. The food? Just wow!
After lunch, local host Per-Ola
Bergqvist from Foyen Law Firm
guided the group through the streets

Boat tour by the Copenhagen Port Authority
of the city to his office, where he not
only explained the specialist services
provided by his firm but also the
Swedish concept of ‘fika’. Swedish
people – often described as distant,
calm and unsocial – seem to really
love this coffee break that is more
about socialising than about coffee.
Sadly, there wasn’t much time
for ‘fika’ as the group were taken on
an almost-running tour of Malmö,
through the old city centre, past

a castle and some fishmonger
shops, through an area of urban
regeneration and finally ending
at the ‘Twisting Torso’ building.
After a few gin and tonics, dinner
was served in the Kitchen & Table
Restaurant by Marcus Samuelsson.
The restaurant and sky bar offered
beautiful views of the setting sun;
bringing a touch of melancholy as it
dawned on everyone that it was the
end of a most wonderful weekend.

Québec, Canada | 20-22 September 2018

GGI Best Practices
& Developing Leaders
Conference
Whether by train, plane or
automobiles, over 60 participants
came together in Québec for the GGI
Best Practices & Developing Leaders
Conference on 20-22 September

2018. Who knew Québec would prove
to be a rather difficult destination
to get to?! But nothing would stop
these determined participants,
including some who had to embark

and disembark a couple of planes
before finally getting on one without
worrisome warning lights for the
pilots. Their efforts to get to Québec

...next Page
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GGI EVENTS REVIEW

Regular speaker Jonathan Fitzgarrald provided food for thought with his speech on 'Powerful Persuasion'
were nothing short of heroic.
On the first afternoon, participants
who arrived early were able to choose
between the Auditing, Reporting &
Compliance Practice Group led by
Jeffrey A. Ford (Grossman Yanak &
Ford LLP, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) or a
Foodie Tour of the city. Randy Crabtree,
from sponsor firm Tri-merit LLP,
also ran a short session to provide
‘Updates on Specialty Tax Services’.
In the evening, the full complement
of participants gathered together for
a Welcome Reception & Dinner in
the Frontenac Room of the hotel, the
Hotel Fairmont Chateau Frontenac
(also known as the most-photographed
hotel in the world). GGI Founder and
Vincent Girard, host firm Stein Monast Chairman, Claudio G. Cocca, provided
a warm GGI welcome as the guests
LLP, kindly welcomed all participants
enjoyed views of the city
and the St Lawrence River.
On Friday morning,
Vincent Girard, from
host firm Stein Monast
LLP, kindly welcomed
everyone to his hometown
before GGI friend and
regular speaker, Jonathan
Fitzgarrald, spoke about
‘Powerful Persuasion’,
providing insights into
the different kinds of
decision-makers and how
Claudio G. Cocca provided a warm GGI welcome dur- to approach each type.
Tony Soukenik (Sandberg
ing the Welcome Dinner

Contents

Phoenix & Von Gontard P.C., St Louis,
MO, USA) discussed getting ‘The
Biggest Bang for Your Buck’, before we
heard from Jonathan once again about
how ‘People are Watching’ and what
you can do to stand out considering
impressions are often formed in less
than one quarter of one second.
Following a brief lunch, the
group of participants split into
two separate separate groups.
The Developing Leaders group
heard from Rebeca Watson (Welborn
Sullivan Meck & Tooley, P.C., Denver,
CO, USA) about how to become a
professional fixture in the community,
before heading off to a sugar shack
for a few lumberjack games. Sadly,
the weather turned out greyer and
wetter than planned. However, there
was still much fun to be had axethrowing, bear-catching, chain-sawing,
spoon-playing, maple taffy-eating,
and beer-tasting. The women (ok,
so maybe just Mags Leddy from
GGI’s Boston office) also managed
to show the men up when it came to
sawing wood in the quickest time.
While the Developing Leaders were
off on their afternoon adventure,
the Best Practices group listened
to Ed Winslow (Brooks, Pierce,
McLendon, Humphrey & Leonard,
LLP, Greensboro, NC, USA), Harvey
Sorensen (Foulston Siefkin LLP,
Wichita, KS, USA) and Brian Smith
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Rebecca Watson engaging with Developing Leaders
(Freeborn & Peters LLP, Chicago,
IL, USA) discuss ‘The Aging of
Professionals and What can be
Done to Stop It‘. This Workshop was
originally presented in Vienna at the
GGI World Conference 2017 but it was
interesting enough then to run once
again here in Québec. Guest speaker
Danielle Robitaille then talked about
how artificial intelligence will affect
bankers, lawyers and accountants.
The afternoon session ended with
a Benchmarking Review led by Ted
Offit (Offit Kurman Attorneys at Law,
Washington, DC, USA) and Michael
Malloy (JTaylor, Fort Worth, TX, USA).
In the evening, the group were
fortunate to be able to dine in the
Cercle de la Garnison de Québec (the
Garrison Club of Québec). Jean Brunet,

Managing Partner at Stein Monast
LLP, welcomed all of the guests to
this private club and provided a brief
history of how it came into existence,
in the 19th century, following the
custom of the British elite to frequent
private clubs. This Club offered a high
standard of excellence and in the past
was frequented by the likes of Winston
Churchill, Charles Lindberg, Marshall
Ferdinand Foch and the Prince of
Wales (the future King George V).
Saturday morning kicked off with
Bill Purk (Purk & Associates, P.C., St
Louis, MO, USA) and Rebecca Watson
discussing the many things their firms
do to retain their staff before guest
speaker Richard Hadden, in his talk
‘Contented Cows Give Better Milk’,
showed – with many examples – how

creating a focused, engaged and
capably-led workforce is one of the
best things a firm can do for its bottom
line. In the final session, Timothy
Lynch (Offit Kurman Attorneys at Law,
Washington, DC, USA), Nick Nicholson
(Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd, P.A.,
Greenville, SC, USA) and Reid Phillips
(Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey
& Leonard, LLP, Greensboro, NC, USA)
discussed the evolution of their firms.
This was a wonderful Conference
in an intimate setting. These smaller
events allow participants to meet
each other not just once, but two,
three or even more times. We look
forward to planning another fantastic
event next year in Wichita, KS, as
we celebrate together with Foulston
Siefkin their 100th anniversary.

Lumberjack games at a Sugar Shack
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NEW MEMBER FIRMS

Australia

Croatia

Hungary

Kelly+Partners Corporate Advisory
Level 53, MLC Centre,
19 Martin Place
NSW 2000 Sydney
Australia

INFOKORP
Savska 106
10000 Zagreb
Croatia

BPiON Services Ltd.
Révész utca 27-29
1138 Budapest
Hungary

T: +612 9233 8866
E: brendan.lyons
@kpcorporateadvisory.com.au
W: www.kpcorporateadvisory.com.au

T:
F:
E:
W:

T: +36 70 679 02 79
E: bela.kakuk@bpion.com
W: www.bpion.com

Company language:
English
Contact person:
Brendan Lyons
Services:
M&A Advisory, Corporate Finance

Company languages:
Croatian,English
Contact person:
Biljana Svaljek
Services:
Advisory, Auditing & Accounting,
Tax

Company languages:
English, Hungarian
Contact person:
Béla Kakuk
Services:
Advisory, Auditing & Accounting,
Tax

Brendan Lyons

Biljana Svaljek

Béla Kakuk

+385 1 2221 200
+385 1 6112 574
biljana.svaljek@infokorp.hr
www.infokorp.hr

WE WISH TO EXTEND A VERY WARM WELCOME TO OUR NEW DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS.
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Kuwait

Slovakia

Uruguay

Al-Yaqout Legal Group
Mishal Tower - 8 & 9 Floors Sharq,
Jaber Al-Mubarak Street
Kuwait City
Kuwait

MAREK PARTNERS s.r.o.
Mudroňova 51
811 03 Bratislava
Slovakia

AMP & Associates
World Trade Center, Montevideo
Luis Alberto de Herrera 1248
Torre III – Piso 16 – Oficina 1676
11300 Montevideo
Uruguay

T:
F:
E:
W:

T:
F:
E:
W:

T: +598 2 628 41 20
E: tatiana.rado@ampfas.com
W: www.ampfas.com/index.php/en/

+965 22250210
+965 22250212
khalifah@alyaqoutlg.com
www.alyaqoutlg.com/home.html

+421 2 5441 8894
+421 2 5441 8889
lubomir.marek@marek.sk
www.marek.sk

Company languages:
Arabic, English
Contact person:
Khalifah Al-Yaqout
Services:
Advisory, Law Firm Services

Company languages:
English, Slovak
Contact person:
Dr Lubomir Marek
Services:
Law Firm Services

Company languages:
English, Spanish
Contact person:
Tatiana Rado
Services:
M&A Advisory, Corporate Finance

Khalifah Al-Yaqout

Dr Lubomir Marek

Tatiana Rado

WE WISH TO EXTEND A VERY WARM WELCOME TO OUR NEW DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS.
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NEW MEMBER FIRMS

United States

United States

Hollinden | marketers+ strategists
2426 Bartlett Street, Suite B
Houston, TX
USA

Purk & Associates, P.C.
1034 S. Brentwood Blvd.,
Suite 2000
Saint Louis, MO 63117
USA

T:
F:
E:
W:

T:
F:
E:
W:

+1 713 520 5532
+1 713 5205605
christine@hollinden.com
www.hollinden.com

Company language:
English
Contact person:
Christine Hollinden
Services:
Advisory

+1 314 884 4000
+1 314 884 4001
jpurk@purkpc.com
www.purkpc.com

Company language:
English
Contact person:
Jennah Purk
Services:
Advisory, Auditing & Accounting,
Corporate Finance

Searching for
GGI member
firms all over
the world?
Visit ggi.com!

Christine Hollinden

Jennah Purk

WE WISH TO EXTEND A VERY WARM WELCOME TO OUR NEW DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS.
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Top International Networks and Associations 2017



Source: Accountancy Age

GGI maintains No. 1
ranking worldwide
According to the latest 2018
Survey of Networks, Alliances and
Associations by Accountancy Age,
GGI is number one in the list of
Associations and Alliances worldwide.
Accountancy Age, a trade magazine
for accountants and financial staff
in the UK, is a respected source for
news and analysis. Launched in 1969
with a circulation of over 60,000 in
print over the years, it became an
online-only publication from May
2011 delivering up-to-the-minute
news to the finance community,
having 256,000 subscribers.
The latest annual survey of
international networks and

associations carried out by
Accountancy, based in London,
firmly positions GGI Geneva
Group International (www.ggi.
com) sixth place in the world.
As the biggest global
multidisciplinary alliance, Zurichbased GGI’s cumulated fee income
has reached USD 5.374 billion. GGI
currently has over 815 offices in
more than 120 countries and a total
professional staff of 28,007 that
takes care of the accounting, legal,
taxation and consulting matters of
its growing international clientele.
Michael Reiss von Filski, Global CEO
of GGI, said ‘We are proud to be the

largest multidisciplinary organisation
worldwide. As a true Swiss institution,
we will continue growing and
setting standards that underline
high quality and professionalism.’
Published for over 120 years,
Accountancy magazine (https://www.
accountancydaily.co) is essential
reading for the profession and is the
only independent print magazine
covering the accounting profession,
with no affiliations with professional
institutes or regulatory bodies. Every
year the magazine publishes an
annual survey of the top international
networks and associations. You can
read the full articles on www.ggi.com.
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McCabe Curwood
– stronger together
McCabes have made a bold
move and merged with another
Australian-based law firm Curwoods
Lawyers to create a new entity
called McCabe Curwood.
McCabe Curwood boast a
strong cohort of 24 Principals and
an overall firm size of just under

GGI member firm
McCabe Curwood
Law Firm Services
Sydney, Australia
T: +61 4 18448 570
W: www.mccabecurwood.com.au
Andrew Lacey
E: andrew.lacey
@mccabecurwood.com.au

300 people. The new firm has
expertise across both commercial
and insurance business lines.
Managing Principal Andrew Lacey
said that the merger provides them
with added strength in the Australian
legal market place, in which they
intend to grow a national footprint.
Mr Lacey further noted: ‘The
commercial side of the firm is strong,
and we have a platform for growth
that will allow us to continue to focus
on and partner with our clients.
When you combine the two
practices, we have an insurance group
and a government group that has
the depth and strength to provide
clients with a full range of legal
services and the advantage of scale.’
McCabe Curwood are in advanced
stages of discussions for expansion
into Brisbane, Queensland and
also into Melbourne, Victoria
and Perth, Western Australia
with an announcement expected

Andrew Lacey
in the next twelve months.
Mr Lacey remarked, ‘our focus is
on the client and how we can best
service their needs. By merging we
have been able to give our employees a
challenging but rewarding environment
that is geared for growth.’

Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP
welcomes Construction
Partner: Robert J. Fryman, Esq.
GGI law firm of Moritt Hock &
Hamroff has announced that Robert
J. Fryman has joined the firm as a
partner in its Construction practice
group. Mr Fryman will reside in

Contents

the firm's Garden City office.
‘Robert's outstanding reputation
and 20 plus years of experience as a
leader in the construction law sector
will further enhance our already

strong construction practice’, stated
Marc Hamroff, managing partner
at Moritt Hock & Hamroff. ‘We are
delighted to welcome Robert to the
firm as we continue to grow the scope
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of our practice on Long Island, in
New York City and nationwide.’
Mr Fryman concentrates his
practice on construction and surety
law representing owners, developers,
general contractors, specialty trade
subcontractors, design professionals
and sureties in all aspects from
contract negotiations and development
through construction administration,
claims, disputes and litigation. He
has successfully litigated matters
in state and federal courts, at trials
and on appeals, in public and private
improvement construction projects,

GGI member firm
Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP
Law Firm Services
Garden City (NY), New York (NY),
USA
T: +1 516 873 2000
W: www.moritthock.com
Robert J. Fryman
E: rfryman@moritthock.com

claims and disputes, performance
and payment bond disputes,
completion/takeover agreements
and indemnity/salvage actions. Mr
Fryman's transactional experience
includes commercial and residential
development contract preparation,
review, negotiation and counseling
of clients in contract performance
and administration matters, aided
by the unique perspective of having
successfully litigated and resolved
claims and disputes arising in
these types of matters. His broad
experience and depth of knowledge
of the construction, development and
surety industries enable him to guide
his clients through the negotiation
and resolution of disputes and
claims between owners, construction
managers, contractors, subcontractors,
sureties, obligees and indemnitors
and in successfully representing
clients before administrative tribunals
and in alternative dispute resolution
proceedings. Mr Fryman earned his
Juris Doctorate from Hofstra University

Robert J. Fryman
School of Law. Prior to joining the firm,
he was a partner in the construction
practice at Westermann Sheehy
Keenan Samaan & Aydelott LLP.
Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP,
with offices on Long Island
and in Manhattan, provides
a wide range of legal services
to businesses, corporations
and individuals worldwide.

Arrivals of Shannon E. Cook and William J. Straus

Multifamily and
Commercial Real Estate
Finance Team Expands
GGI member firm Moss & Barnett, A
Professional Association is pleased to
announce the expansion of the firm's
Multifamily and Commercial Real Estate
Finance team with the arrivals of lawyers
Shannon E. Cook and William J. Straus.
The firm now has 20 lawyers serving
real estate finance clients nationwide.
Cook represents lenders who originate
and sell loans secured by multifamily

projects to secondary market investors
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Prior to
joining Moss & Barnett, Cook was an
attorney at a boutique business law firm,
focusing on real estate, tax, and related
litigation matters. She is an active
member of the Minnesota State Bar
Association and the Hennepin County
Bar Association. She is also a Mitchell
Mentor, advising and assisting first

year law students at Mitchell Hamline
College of Law. Shannon received her
J.D. from William Mitchell College of
Law, where she earned her Law and
Business Certificate, and her B.S. from
the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities.
Straus represents life insurance
companies, banks, and other financial
institutions in connection with the

...next page
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origination and servicing of mortgage
loans secured by multifamily housing
projects, retail centres, office buildings,
industrial facilities, and other types
of commercial real estate. He also
represents clients on the closing
and sale of loans to agency investors
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac on the
secondary mortgage market. Prior
to joining Moss & Barnett, Straus
worked in the commercial mortgage
lending department of a Fortune 500
company. He received his J.D., with
distinction, from the University of
Nebraska College of Law and his B.S.,
summa cum laude, from St. Cloud State
University. During law school, Bill was a
Senior Member of the Nebraska Moot
Court Board, received the Business
Transactions Certificate, and won
the McGrath North Mullin & Kratz
Excellence in Legal Writing Award.
Tim Gustin, Chairman of the firm,
said, ‘We are excited Shannon and
Bill have joined our Multifamily and
Commercial Real Estate Finance Practice
Group. Shannon offers a unique practice
perspective, with both transactional
and litigation experience, in real
estate as well as on tax and corporate
matters. Bill brings not only legal, but
business experience from his prior
work for an institutional commercial
real estate lender. Together, they add
to the diversity of experience of our
attorneys and enhance the level of

Shannon E. Cook

William J. Straus

services we can provide to our clients.’

including market rate housing, targeted
affordable housing, senior housing,
student housing and manufactured
housing – serving as counsel nationally
to Freddie Mac Seller/Servicers and
Fannie Mae DUS Lenders, where
knowledge and experience with the
lending programmes of these providers
is essential for legal representation.

About the Multifamily
and Commercial Real
Estate Finance Team
The Multifamily and Commercial
Real Estate Finance Team advises
a full range of private and publicly
owned providers of commercial real
estate debt, including mortgage banks,
investment advisors, life insurance
companies, and community, regional
and money centre banks, throughout the
US on commercial real estate lending
investments. The team has particular
depth in multifamily housing finance –

GGI member firm
Moss & Barnett
Law Firm Services
Minneapolis (MN), USA
T: +1 612 877 5409
W: www.lawmoss.com
Tim Gustin
E: tim.gustin@lawmoss.com

Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd
Attorney Named to IFLR1000
United States Guide
GGI member firm Haynsworth
Sinkler Boyd attorney Randy
Epting has been named to the
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International Financial Law Review
1000 United States guide. This is
the first time IFLR1000, the guide

to the world’s leading financial and
corporate law firms, has ranked
law firms and attorneys at a state
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level since its inception in 1987.
Randy has been rated as
Highly Regarded in M&A in
South Carolina. He has been lead
counsel in transactions ranging
in size from USD 1 million to
more than USD 550 million.
The IFLR1000 United States guide
contains rankings from 25 key state
jurisdictions. Rankings are primarily
based on transactional evidence and
client and peer feedback. Categories
include banking, capital markets, M&A
and restructuring and insolvency.
Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd provides
business, litigation and financial legal
services to national and international
clients. Founded in 1887, it is one of

Randolph B. Epting
the largest law firms in South Carolina
with more than 115 attorneys.

GGI member firm
Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd, P.A.
Advisory, Corporate Finance,
Fiduciary & Estate Planning,
Law Firm Services, Tax
Charleston (SC), Bethlehem (SC),
Columbia (SC), Florence (SC),
Greenville (SC), Khayelitsha (SC),
Myrtle Beach (SC), USA
T: +1 803 540 7808
W: www.hsblawfirm.com
Randolph B. Epting
E: repting@hsblawfirm.com

IP has become one
of Israel’s main exports
By Ady Nordman
Digital Medicine, Blockchain,
Fintech, Medical Devices, Cannabis,
Software, Cyber, Storage, Energy, AI,
Auto-tech, Food-tech, Chemistry, Life
Sciences, Smart Cities – these are only
some of the industries patents were
drafted for this past year in Israel.
Having received the latest results
from Israel’s leading ranking
companies, Dun’s 100 and Coface
BDI, GGI member firm Soroker
Agmon Nordman, Advocates &
Patent Attorneys, has once again
secured their place in Israel’s
top ten IP and Patent firms.
Over the past two decades,
intellectual property has become
one of Israel’s main exports. It’s
easy to understand why – as a
Tech Nation, with few natural
resources, Israel is leading the way
with highly sophisticated and state-

Sharone Godesh
of-art inventions. Patents have
become associated with money,
and successfully developing your
intellectual property portfolio can (and
does!) lead to unbelievable results in
some cases. Just recently, numerous
Israeli companies have been involved
in some of the largest purchases in
the world: KLA-Tencor, an American

California-based corporation bought
Israeli Orbotech corporation, of which
technology can be found in almost
any smartphone or tablet in the world;
the Australian company Aristocrat
purchased Israeli gaming company
Plarium with the intention to become
a global leader in social gaming for
USD 3.4 billion; Mexichem, a Mexicobased company primarily engaged in
the production of plumbing fixtures,
completed the acquisition of a 80%
stake in Netafim, an Israeli worldwide
leader of irrigation equipment
for USD 1.895 billion; US Giant,
International Flavors & Fragrances
Inc. (IFF), acquired Frutarom, an
Israeli company specialising in the
production and distribution of extracts
for flavour and fragrance, in a deal
valued at approximately USD 7.1
billion; and the Mobileye acquisition
earlier this year by Intel is valued at
USD 15 billion. Since January 2018,
58 Israeli entities were purchased
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for approximately USD 6.25 billion.
These deals alone accentuate the
importance of a highly experienced
and capable patent agent, as
none of these deals would have
gone through without sound and
well-maintained IP portfolios.
Ms Sharone Godesh, Patent
Department Head at Soroker
Agmon Nordman, is well aware of
her team’s crucial role in the firm’s
client’s success: ‘A good patent
attorney, could mean the difference
between protection of your patent
and total loss of its value.’
In June 2018, the USPTO
announced their 10th million patent
application, only three years after
they were at nine million and six
years since they had reached eight
million – so there is no doubt that
the world’s rate of applying for
patents is climbing. As such and
not surprisingly, Israel is rated 5th
in the world in patents per capita,
and intellectual property comprises

30% of Israeli companies listed on
the stock exchange and is valued
at 80% of all their total assets.
Soroker Agmon Nordman’s
focus on Israel’s prime strength
in leading technology has proven
itself year after year. Celebrating 20
years in 2019, and offering services
beyond IP, primarily in complex civil
and commercial litigation, Soroker
Agmon Nordman remain certain
that superior intellectual property
services, from trademark protection
to the drafting of an inventor’s idea,
is the future of our global economy.
Godesh further adds that her
department’s consultant role to
inventors is like no other. Their
ability to turn an inventor’s idea,
and often theory, into a commercial
valuable asset is at the heart of all
they do. This can only be successfully
done through clear and open
communication directly between
the inventor and her team. Godesh
leads a team of highly qualified and

diverse patent attorneys and agents
who boast a long list of industries
and submissions in Israel, Singapore,
USA & anywhere else that the
client requests, or is recommended
to protect their IP through the
firm’s vast global IP network.
Soroker Agmon Nordman continue
to lead in creativity having released an
original introductory video – please
visit their website: www.ip-law.legal to
watch and to learn more about their
office, and stay tuned for their 20year anniversary campaign in 2019!

GGI member firm
Soroker Agmon Nordman
Advocates & Patent Attorneys
Law Firm Services
Herzliya (Tel Aviv), Israel
T: +972 9 950 70 00
W: www.ip-law.legal
Ady Nordman
E: nordman@ip-law.legal

XLS Partners advises
DRIV-LOK in its sale to
The Mendota Group
GCG member firm XLS Partners,
Inc., an independent investment
banking firm providing M&A advisory,
capital raising and debt advisory
services, is pleased to announce
that its client, DRIV-LOK, has been
acquired by The Mendota Group, in
partnership with Capital for Business
and Konza Valley Capital, Inc. (KVCI).
DRIV-LOK is the preferred brand
for the broadest range of press-fit
fastening and joining components
for the leading OEMs and fastener
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distributors. Founded in 1936, DRIVLOK manufactures over 2,000 SKUs
comprising spring pins, grooved pins,
dowel pins, barbed pins and more,
and specializes in manufacturing
engineered, application-specific
‘specials’ as well as standard parts
through stocking distributors.
With more offerings than any other
press-fit fastener manufacturer,
DRIV-LOK offers customers
flexibility without bias on the best
fastening solution. DRIV-LOK is

headquartered in Sycamore, Illinois.
The Mendota Group, based in
Madison, Wisconsin, focuses on
private investments to support
ownership transition and growth
opportunities. The Mendota Group
acquired DRIV-LOK in partnership with
St. Louis-based Capital for Business
and Kansas City-based KVCI.
‘XLS’s in-depth understanding of
our business combined with its wellexecuted process, marketing efforts
and fastener industry experience

23
allowed them to share our story with
great results,’ said Gary Seegers,
DRIV-LOK CEO. ‘We are proud of
all that the DRIV-LOK team has
achieved and are excited to have
found the right partners to build
upon that success going forward.’
‘DRIV-LOK is a highly regarded
brand in a niche market with a nearly
80-year history,’ stated Anthony
Contaldo, Partner of XLS. ‘We were
seeking a strategic acquirer that
understands the fastener space and
was committed to supporting DRIVLOK’s existing management team in
continuing the strong growth trajectory,
all the while preserving the Company’s
unique corporate culture. The Mendota
Group and their financial partners
were a great fit in every respect.’
XLS acted as the exclusive M&A
advisor to DRIV-LOK and the
transaction was led by Anthony
Contaldo, Partner. The transaction was
completed 27 July, 2018 and marks the
tenth recent fastener and industrial

distribution, manufacturing, and
service markets throughout the US.
CFB was founded in 1959 and is
headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri.

About Konza
Valley Capital, Inc.

Anthony Contaldo
supply industry transaction for the
firm. Click here for more information
on XLS’s fastener industry expertise.

About The
Mendota Group
The Mendota Group is a private
investment firm that targets Midwest
US-based investments in low to
medium technology manufacturing,
distribution and service related
companies. The Mendota Group
is based in Madison, Wisconsin.

About Capital
for Business
Capital for Business (CFB) is a
private investment firm focused on
providing junior capital to growing
lower middle-market companies
with at least USD 8 million in sales.
CFB targets businesses serving
niche consumer, commercial,

KVCI, based in Kansas City, Missouri
is a private equity, venture capital,
and mezzanine investment firm
specializing in Midwest based, small,
lower middle market and mature
companies. KVCI seeks to invest in
later-stage expansion financings and
participates in acquisitions, ownership
transitions, management buyouts,
turnarounds and recapitalizations.

About XLS Partners
XLS Partners, Inc. is an independent
investment banking firm that provides
M&A advisory, capital raising and
debt advisory for select clients
globally. Middle market companies
and private equity funds rely on our
creative solutions, thoughtful insight
and truthful advice when considering
exiting their companies, making
strategic acquisitions, partnering
with private equity sponsors and
raising debt or equity capital.
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Can social media
affect the going concern
of your business?
#HOWwillYOUrespond | #areYOUready
By Annarien Adams
Negative content has affected
many businesses to date. Although
negative reviews may be distasteful
and unwanted, if it receives
enough media attention it may
pose the biggest reputational
risk a business will ever face.
Shareholders are progressively
placing pressure on senior
management to govern social media.
Essentially organisations should not
just manage all social media platforms
that govern their public opinions,
but also manage and monitor all
opinions on social media platforms
relating to their organisation.
Social media is imperative to
many organisations’ operations, not
just from a marketing and branding
perspective but may also act as an
early warning system when a crisis
occurs. Social media is a force to
reckon with and has proven in many
instances to significantly affect
organisations and in severe cases,
social media has affected the going
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Annarien Adams
concern of such organisations.
‘Any publicity is good publicity' is
not applicable considering the world
today, and unfavourable feedback
needs to be managed. Social media
exposes organisations to more risk
than ever imagined. Although some
companies choose not to engage on
social media platforms, the majority
of their customers have social media
and will engage. Key risks that need
to be taken into consideration:
Brand and reputational damage
that may cause a going concern
issue in the medium to long term.
Multiple social media platforms
exist where unfavourable comments
can be made with exponential
effect when users start sharing
and adding comments.
Disclosure of confidential
information on social

media platforms.
Business impersonation and
social engineering as many
organisations’ social media
platforms have been hacked.
Lack of governance and reporting
of social media activities.
A fragmented view of the
social media landscape.
Uncertain behaviour from end
users on social media.
Organisations should monitor
social media activity relating to their
brand and report to management on
a frequent basis. Monitoring should
relate to text and pixels on all public
platforms, not just to monitor which
platform is used and where the most
activity is gained but more specifically
if any adverse opinions have been
expressed. A common error made
by organisations, is to only monitor
social media platforms that they
subscribe to, but in reality, all social
platforms should be monitored as
dissatisfied customers for example
will choose the platform that they
subscribe to, to voice their concerns.
Year to date, a number of adverse
social media incidents have occurred.
During April this year, Starbucks
had a racial incident which very
quickly spiralled out of control on
social media as a video was posted
and ‘exponential sharing power’
emanated. The Starbucks CEO however
responded on the same day with a
very sincere apology and remedial
action. The organisation committed
to take the financial loss of closing
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all the branches across the USA to
train all staff. The media and public
responded positively to the Starbucks
social media response strategy.
In an interesting turn of events,
Facebook themselves faced a social
media incident during July 2018 where
it became public knowledge that
users’ personal information was not
as secure as initially portrayed by the
social media giant. Shares dropped
with 20% and Mark Zuckerberg lost
$660m, a very classic example of the
financial impact social media may
have on a business especially when the
trust is lost. Mark Zuckerberg, CEO

of Facebook, only responded on the
third day after the crisis became public
knowledge, forced by his shareholders,
with a less than sincere apology.
When comparing the two events,
the Facebook shares did not recover,
even to date in comparison to
the Starbucks shares that have
gradually regained their ‘trend’.
Taking the above into consideration,
it is deemed good practice for an
organisation to establish a social
media management process and
curation team that will manage and
monitor all social media activities
inclusive of adverse comments

posted by the public about the
organisation. Ideally the organisation
should incorporate the social media
response management process in the
business resilience strategy and plan.
This will provide the organisation
with the opportunity to respond
appropriately as and when it happens.
´It is advisable to proactively
manage and report on social media
to key stakeholders. It may also be
beneficial to include a summary of the
social media management position
within the financial statements to
provide an opinion on the social
media readiness of the business.

Why Your Accounting
Firm Needs SEO
By Anna Reyes
While searching for new marketing
strategies to increase your firm’s online
presence and leads, you may have
come across the term ‘search engine
optimisation (or marketing)’ or ‘SEO’.
If you’re not familiar with SEO,
it’s the process of affecting the
online visibility of a website or
webpage in a search engine’s unpaid
results. These are often referred to
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as ‘natural’ or ‘organic’ results.
SEO can help your firm get noticed
in the right place during an internet
search. When prospective clients
search for accounting firms or financial
planning services in your area, a strong
SEO strategy can help your firm’s
website appear when they search.
Most marketing professionals find
SEO to be a powerful component
of a firm’s marketing strategy, but
many are concerned on how to gain
buy-in from firm management. A
majority of partners at CPA firms
don’t have a solid understanding of
SEO, so they aren’t confident in how
it will benefit their bottom line.
SEO is a long-term strategy, not an
overnight success, so it’s important
to set expectations accordingly.
Nonetheless, it’s an incredibly
powerful marketing tool that can
help your firm compete in the evergrowing online market place.
Below I’ve highlighted a few
reasons why your firm should
implement an SEO strategy.

Anna Reyes

Improve Your Organic
Reach with SEO
Search engines such as Google,
Bing and Yahoo serve millions of
users per day looking for answers
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to their questions or solutions to a
problem. More specifically, Google
receives over 63,000 searches
per second on any given day.
The majority of search engine
users are more likely to click on
one of the top five suggestions on
the Search Engine Results Pages
(SERP). A solid SEO strategy can
help you rank on the first page of
Google and place your firm’s website
directly in front of potential clients.

Measurable Results
When implementing a new SEO
strategy, you’ll probably be asked
‘how do we know it’s working?’.
Fortunately, there are dozens of tools
that marketers can use to measure
results and determine what is and
isn’t working. Third-party traffic tools
such as Google Analytics and Adobe
Omniture, provide specific, easy-tounderstand data. You can use this
data to determine the amount of
traffic, visitors and where they spent
the most time on your website.

Show in Local
Search Results
Local SEO strategies can help
firms promote their services to local
clients at the exact time they’re looking
for them. These strategies include
getting your site ranked on Google,
Yelp, Foursquare and Yellowbook. It
also may include creating a Google
My Business listing, a Bing Places for
Business page and online reviews.
If you’re a smaller firm that isn’t
publishing a lot of content, a local
SEO strategy can help increase
your firm’s visibility online.

Qualified and
Warmer Leads
A strong SEO strategy targets your
‘ideal’ audience, so when potential
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clients find your firm’s site, they’re
already in the mindset that they’re
looking for a solution to their problem.
SEO can help your firm connect with
more qualified leads. When someone
contacts you through your website,
it typically means they’re interested
in your services and willing to learn
how they can do business with you.
By searching and perusing through
your site, that qualified lead has
already identified their internal need,
researched a potential solution to the
problem and identified your firm as a
possible solution to their problem.

Enter New Markets
If your firm wants to reach a new
target audience, but is worried about
spending your marketing budget on
markets where the firm has little brand
awareness, SEO can help accomplish
this. It allows your firm to promote
itself in new markets without incurring
additional costs. An SEO strategy
can find these opportunities and
help direct potential clients to your
website. Since you’re able to measure
results, you’ll be able to see if your
new marketing strategy is working.

SEO Can
Support Traditional
Marketing Efforts
In order to attract new clients, a
majority of firms mail brochures,
newsletters and e-newsletters. While
these are effective marketing tactics,
an optimized website can also act as
a sales tool that works to find new
opportunities. Once the initial SEO
strategy has been implemented,
only a minimal amount of time is
required to maintain and adjust
your original work. Combining
traditional, email and SEO marketing
strategies can increase brand
awareness and traffic to your site.

Implementing
an SEO Strategy
Now that you know why you
should implement an SEO strategy,
below are the essential steps
on how to implement it.
1. Identify your goals – Create
a list of factors that you’d like to
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see improve over the course of
your SEO strategy implementation.
Identifying goals will help you
measure success and track progress.
These factors might include:
Organic traffic
Impressions
Conversions (sales,
emails, subscribers)
Links
Bounce rate
Click-through rate
2. Research Keywords and
Competitors – Keywords are an
essential component of an SEO
strategy. An effective ways to find
out which keywords are getting the
most traffic is by reading what your
competitors are publishing. This
can be especially helpful if your
competitors are ranking high on page
1. It will give you an idea on the type

of content ranking, as well as the
keywords used within the content.
You should also brainstorm keywords
associated with your service or
product for content ideas. Google’s
Keyword Planner and SEMRush
are great keyword research tools
that will identify search volume
and keyword competition data.
3. Audit your website – Take a
look at the following categories and
identify issues that you can potentially
improve with an SEO strategy:
Performance
Mobile website
Links
Local SEO
Content
Technical
4. Find Quick Wins – Some of the
issues found during the audit are
quick fixes, like filling out missing

meta or alt tags. Make a list of those
issues and fix them. They may be
small errors, but those errors add up.
5. Start Creating Content – Using
the keyword and competitor research
outlined in step 2, brainstorm
content creation ideas. These
ideas can include infographics,
blog posts and new webpages.
6. Be Consistent and Create a
Content Calendar – Implementing
an SEO strategy doesn’t happen
overnight. It takes determination
and consistency. Creating a
content calendar will help you
produce a steady flow of valuable
content to your website.
These are just a few of the reasons
why your firm should participate
in SEO. These points can help you
convince accounting firm partners
that SEO is a valuable marketing
investment that provides measurable
results and warmer leads.

Asset Deal vs Share
Deal when buying real
estate in Austria
By Nadja Holzer

Introduction
The two best known types of
acquiring real estate property in
Austria are the asset deal and the share
deal. Some of the main differences
between an asset deal and a share
deal, focusing on liability issues, will
be established in the following article.
Due to complexity, the article can only
display single aspects, as a detailed
outline would be well beyond its scope.

The main difference between the
share deal and the asset deal is that via
an asset deal, one buys single or more
assets or parts of a company. The so
purchased asset(s), may for example
be a property. Via a share deal, on the
other hand, one acquires all or part of
the shares of a company, which in turn
owns real estate property or subsidiaries
which themselves own real estate
property. Broadly speaking, an asset
deal regarding real estate property leads
to a legal change of ownership of the
realty itself, while within the framework
of a share deal the legal ownership

of the realty does not change, but the
shareholders of the company change.

Differences in
Tax and Fees
As mentioned above, an asset deal
includes a change of ownership of the
realty itself which results in a real estate
transfer tax liability (Grunderwerbsteuer)
amounting to 3.5% of the purchase
price. Furthermore, if the buyer wants to
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get registered as the legal owner of the
realty, they have to pay a fee amounting
to 1.1% of the purchase price for the
incorporation of his ownership in the
Austrian land register (Grundbuch).
Depending on the particular nature and
structure of the companies involved,
it may be possible to reduce the
aforementioned tax liability and fees
and in some cases even prevent tax
liability and fees entirely when choosing
a tax and fee optimized structure. In
the event of a share deal, for example,
a reduced real estate transfer tax rate
may be applicable. Furthermore, as
within the framework of a share deal,
the legal ownership of the real estate
does not change; there is no need
for incorporation of ownership in the
Austrian land register and therefore
no fees resulting from such.

Liability
Especially when buying parts of
companies, a great deal of different
statutory provisions have to be
considered to prevent the parties from
comprehensive and often unexpected
costs subsequent to the deal. In Austria
there are quite a few statutory provisions
concerning liability in connection
with share deals and asset deals.

Share Deal
When choosing a share deal, the
most relevant provisions regarding
liability of both the purchaser and the
seller are set by the Austrian Corporate
Code (Unternehmensgesetzbuch) and
the Austrian Civil Code (Allgemeines
Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch). According
to the Austrian Corporate Code the
purchaser, for example, is responsible
for any contractual and other legal
relationships of any kind, receivables
and liabilities, uncertain liabilities etc.
of the acquired reality. Furthermore,
for a period of five years after the
transaction the withdrawing and the
new shareholder are both liable for
any and all debt originated prior to the
transaction and become due within
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those five years. As these statutory
provisions serve the protection of
third parties, they are obligatory in
most cases and contractual exclusions
of liability are not legally effective.

Asset Deal
The first step when acquiring realty
in form of an ‘asset deal’ is finding out
if the transaction is to be classified as
common sales contract or as an asset
deal in light of the acquisition of a
company or a business under Austrian
law. The essential provision when
determining whether the provisions
regarding undertakings come to effect
is paragraph 1409 of the Austrian Civil
Code. For this provision to be applicable,
one either has to buy a company or one
or more essential asset(s) of a company.
When it comes to the acquisition of real
estate, there is a certain probability of
it being regarded either as a company,
when for example the concerned estate
depicts the core of a company or enables
the company to continue its business
operations (e.g. hotel), or an essential
asset. If the acquired real estate is
deemed a company or an essential asset
according to the quoted regulation,
provisions regarding undertakings may
be applicable and the buyer will be
liable for any debt that he has known
or should have known when buying the
company or asset. If neither of those
cases occur, the transaction will most
probably be regarded as a common

sales contract in a sense that statutory
provisions regarding undertakings are
not applicable and the acquirers ‘only’
have to comply with the provisions
regarding common sales contracts.
If the provisions regarding
undertakings are applicable, liability
provisions according to paragraph
38 Commercial Code are also to be
considered. This provision stipulates
that the new shareholder takes on
the current legal relationships of the
company and is therefore liable for
all existing legal relationships of any
kind. Additionally, certain special
liabilities may occur concerning
taxes, employee claims, intellectual
property rights etc. However, most
of the various statutory provisions
regarding the different liabilities are
contractually negotiable and may
even be fully excluded; therefore,
determining all possible sources of
liability risks should be an essential
part of every due diligence review.

Conclusion
When acquiring real estate in
Austria, especially when acquiring from
a company, there are several things
to consider when deciding on how to
structure the transaction. Two of the
most prominent things to consider are
taxes and fees on the one hand and
possible liabilities on the other. When
deciding not to structure the acquisition
as a share deal but as an asset deal it is
important to understand that statutory
provisions regarding undertakings still
might be applicable, even if one ‘only’
acquires a single real estate property.
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Bosnia & Herzegovina:

Social security
contributions paid by the
employer and the employee
By Nataša Krejić
Bosnia & Herzegovina is a republic,
but due to the complexity of its regional
units, it does not function as a republic.
It is composed of two entities and a
district, i.e. the Federation of Bosnia
& Herzegovina (51% of the territory),
the Republic of Srpska (49% of the
territory) and the Brcko District
(which was the subject of disputes
and international arbitration and then
finally recognised as a district).
There is an obligation to pay social
security contributions with each
payment of income (wage). The wage
represents a basis for the payment
of social security contributions. The
general definition of a social security
contribution payer is that it is a natural
person (individual) and resident of
Bosnia & Herzegovina who, in terms

of regulations governing the area of
pension and disability insurance, health
insurance and unemployment insurance,
is obliged to be insured under certain
circumstances or voluntarily insured.
The wages are determined by
gross and net amount. The gross
amount of a wage includes a net
wage, income tax and contributions
(contributions for health insurance,
pension and disability insurance,
and for unemployment insurance).
A net wage includes the basic wage
(earnings of employees reduced by tax
and contributions) and benefits (meal
allowance – a certain amount added
to net earnings for each day spent at
work, annual allowance – the twelfth
part of the total annual earned sum
which the employee will get when going
for the annual leave, plus an addition
for previous years of work - for each
year of work the employee receives a
percentage increase on the earnings).
The social security contribution payer
is obliged to report their contribution
obligation to the Tax Authority for
each month and the same has to be
filled-in on the monthly withholding
tax application form set in accordance
with the income tax regulations.
Contribution payment is made in
accordance with the place of the payee's
seat, i.e. the employer's headquarters.
a) Share in contributions
paid by employees:
In the Federation of Bosnia &
Herzegovina: 17% for pension
and disability insurance, 12.5%

Nataša Krejić
for health insurance and 1.5%
for unemployment insurance
(in total: 31% on gross wage).
In the Republic of Srpska:
18.5% for the pension and
disability insurance, 12% for
health insurance, 0.8% for
unemployment insurance and
1.7% for child protection (in
total: 33% on gross wage).
In the Brcko District: 17% for
pension and disability insurance
for employers applied in
accordance with the Federation
of Bosnia & Herzegovina
Act and 18% for pension and
disability insurance for employers
applied in accordance with the
Republic of Srpska Act, 12% for
health insurance and 1.5% for
unemployment insurance (in total:
30.5% or 31.5% on gross wage).
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b) Share in contributions
paid by employers:
In the Federation of Bosnia &
Herzegovina: 6% for the pension
and disability insurance, 4%
for health insurance and 0.50%
for unemployment insurance
(10.50% on gross wage).
In the Republic of Srpska: no
such contributions are paid.
In the Brcko District: 6%
for pension and disability
insurance for employers
who apply the Federation of
Bosnia & Herzegovina Act.

The lowest wage in Bosnia &
Herzegovina represents the lowest
amount payable to the employee
by the employer for full-time work
and standard performance and the
same amounts to BAM 410,00 per
month, while the average wage
is BAM 800.00 per month.
There is an ongoing process of
harmonisation of the state legislation
with the laws, regulations and
directives of the European Union. The
Law on Personal Income and Social
Security Contributions introduces the
principle of world income through
categories of unlimited (resident)

and limited (non-resident) taxpayers
and thus fully harmonises the law
with the regulations applicable in the
countries of the European Union.
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The Reintroduction of
the Sales and Service Tax
tobacco, liquor and alcoholic drinks are
set at the 5% rate. Some categories are
specifically exempted such as tailoring,
installation incorporation of goods into
building, goldsmiths, jewellers and
opticians. However, petroleum products
are separately charged at their own rates.

By KC Chia
‘…to hope, till Hope creates from its
own wreck the thing it contemplates...’
		 Percy Bysshe Shelley from
		 ‘Prometheus Unbound’
The existing multi-stage, broadbased goods and service tax (GST)
regime which was implemented on
1 May 2015 has been repealed by
the new Malaysian Government and
replaced by a single-stage sales tax
and service tax (collectively, ‘SST’).
The new acts were gazetted and slated
to be enforced on 1 September 2018.
This dynamic turn has served as a
timely wake-up call for all businesses
to review their business operations.

Sales tax
The sales tax is a single-stage tax
charged and levied on all taxable goods
that are manufactured in or imported
into Malaysia and sold, used or disposed
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Service tax

KC Chia
of by a registered manufacturer to a
person other than any person who is
exempted under the Sales Tax (Goods
Exempted from Sales Tax) Order.
The sales tax is an ad valorem tax
and its applicable rates are determined
based on the tariff classification of the
goods. Most goods attract a tax rate
in the range of 5% to 10%, although
fruits, certain food stuffs, cigarettes and

The service tax is a form of indirect
tax levied and charged on any provision
of taxable services made in the course
or furtherance of business nature
by a taxable person in Malaysia.
Taxable services include Hotels,
Insurance, Service of food and
beverage preparation, Clubs, Gaming,
Telecommunication, Pay-TV, Forwarding
agents, Legal, Accounting, Surveying,
Architectural, Valuer, Engineering,
Employment agency, Security,
Management services, Parking, Motor
vehicle service or repairs, Courier, Hire
and drive car, Advertising, Domestic
flight except Rural Air Services, Credit or
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charge card, IT services and Electricity.
The rate of service tax is 6%
except for charge or credit cards,
which charges RM 25 annually for
principal and supplementary cards.

Salient Features of SST
Threshold – The threshold to be
registered as a taxable person is a
person who manufactures taxable goods
or provides taxable services whose sales
value has exceeded RM 500,000 (except
RM 1.5 million for the food and beverage
sector) for a period of 12 months.
Registration and Final GST
Return – Once the GST Act 2014 is
repealed, the existing GST registered
persons will automatically become
the registered persons for whom no
application whatsoever is required.
However, they have to submit their
Final GST returns within 120 days of
the date of commencement of SST.
GST registered persons who have
fulfilled the required criteria but are
not registered by 1 September 2018
have to apply for SST registration
through the MySST system within 30
days of the date of commencement.
Registration is automatically approved
within 24 hours for a GST registrant.
If a verification process is required, it
will take a longer processing time.
Implementation and GST Closure
Audit – From 1 September 2018
onwards, all registered persons
have to charge SST and submit
their returns accordingly, while
the Customs Department will
carry out the GST Closure Audit
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on GST registered persons.
Accounting Basis – Sales Tax returns
are prepared on an accrual basis. Sales
tax has to be accounted for when the
goods are sold, disposed or first used.
Service Tax returns are prepared
on a payment basis. Service Tax is
required to be accounted for when the
payments are received or on the day
following a period of 12 months when
any whole or part of the payment is not
received from the date of the invoice
for the taxable service provided.
The tax invoices issued shall contain
the prescribed particulars and any credit
notes or debit notes issued have to
be accounted for, with an adjustment
to be made in their SST returns.
Returns – The registered persons
are required to submit their SST
returns every two months (bi-monthly
basis) according to their respective
taxable periods. The SST returns
have to be submitted at the latest by
the last day of the following month
after the taxable periods ended.
Bad Debts – Claim for bad debts have
to be made within a six-year period from
the date the taxable goods is sold or the
taxable service is provided, and subject
to conditions and the satisfaction of the
Director General (DG) of the Customs
Department. For bad debts recovered

after the bad debts refund has been
claimed and received, the registered
person must repay the bad debts
refund to the DG in his SST return.
Keeping of Records – Registered
persons have to keep their SST records
in Malaysia for a period of seven
years. The DG’s approval is required
for keeping those records overseas.

Conclusion
In short, both the GST and
SST are a consumption tax, the
main difference being that GST is
imposed at every level of supply from
manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer to
consumer, while SST is a single stage
of consumption tax imposed at the
level of manufacture or import only.
The input tax under the GST regime is
claimable at each level of purchase or
acquisition and the tax is finally borne
and paid by consumers, whereas SST
is imposed at the level of sales or
service provided, which is generally
not recoverable, and the purchaser has
to absorb it as a cost to business.
The impact of the reintroduction of
SST remains uncertain, but the people’s
primary concern is whether it will result
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in the retail prices of goods spiking
or falling. The answer will be largely
dependent on several factors such
as the range of products or services
covered, the types of tax exemptions
granted, the mitigation measures to be
taken by the government to regularise
these adverse effects, and the business

strategy adopted by the businesses
regarding whether to include it as a
cost or ‘pass on’ to consumers.
Despite the fact that GST has
been effectively adopted by over
160 countries worldwide, Malaysia
is the first country in the world to
retract the GST and return to the

SST regime. The transition within
such a relatively short time frame
may require careful management.
Nevertheless, the businesses need
focus and resources to put their billing
and accounting systems well ready
in place to ensure SST compliance
and a seamless transition.

Blockchain – New
packaging for old processes

Opinion

By Prof Robert Anthony
With this issue, I wish to be relatively
brief and state the necessity to be
serious as to the importance of the
subject. I would appreciate from my
colleagues or readers your thoughts as
to whether you agree with my definition
of Blockchain. In the current world of
artificial intelligence, our traditional
methods of evaluation and values are
being put into question. As someone
trained in Coopers and Lybrand, which
pioneered flow charts in the early 1970s,
I thought it would be interesting to use
old methods to define new semantics.
‘A Blockchain is a flowchart of
connected controlled transactions with
a database represented by information
technology being introduced to a central
hub by way of unlimited variants which
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introduce connected sourcing vectors.
The hub is frequently evolving by its
own modification with the creation of
additional data/substance made by a
programmed origination (known as
mining) or also obsolescence reducing
the volume. The hub ownership
has a value with a clear audit trail
with security tags to avoid hacking
and fraud. The proprietorship is
represented by an electronic reference
known as a wallet, often held by an
exchange platform as a custodian. The
ownership is normally in reality by way
of a coin electronically issued which

is transferable and can be backed by
real substance, whether tangible or
intangible, and has a market value.’
I invite you to send emails to
exchange your thoughts on this
concept as well as the implementation
of corporate governance. Does this
mean that the current monetary
system is becoming obsolete? Will
it revolutionise share registers? Will
currencies be bypassed by the ICO
(Initial Coin Offering)? Will currencies
become a thing of the past? Will there
be a consolidation of the several issues
already made? How does one deal
with virtual value and the supply and
demand chain? So many questions
and more could be asked, but, as you
the readers can see, there is a real
intellectual challenge and it is necessary
for all of us to be very careful and
ensure we are not left behind, nor
financially penalised, in this fin tech
revolution. Fraud and security are
fundamental issues which require all
our competencies and know-how.
As many of the readers are
professional people, we have civil
liability for our actions. If our clients own
cyber currencies, we have to consider
how we treat money laundering, tax
evasion and the valuation for capital
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values. Take the USA for example
- would there be tax on increased
market values as capital growth? What
happens with a negative fluctuation,
does this mean a capital loss? How
do we determine the valuation of this

new market place? Owning through
corporate entities just creates more
confusion. Regulations internationally
are not in place everywhere. Exchange
of information and exit taxes may
apply where appropriate, depending

on whether governments consider
their current legislation to be adequate
or that they need to modify it.
Please write to me at robert@
antco.com and let me know
your thoughts… #blockchain

New Dutch employment
law to repair the flaws of
the Work and Security Act
Dismissal

By Paulien van der Grinten
In 2015, the Work and Security Act
entered into effect, drastically changing
Dutch employment law. These changes,
however, were criticized for – in
short – being too complex. Recently, a
legislative proposal (the proposal) has
been published which should make
employment law more unambiguous,
simpler and cheaper for employers.
The adjustments will most likely take
effect from January 2020. The most
interesting changes are discussed below.

Successive
employment
When the proposal takes effect, the
successive contracts rule will state that
an employer can provide employees
with three fixed-term employment
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Law Firm Services
Leiden, Alphen aan den Rijn,
The Netherlands

Currently, Dutch dismissal law
contains eight ‘reasonable grounds’
for dismissal. An employer needs to
completely meet the requirements
of one of those grounds before he is
allowed to dismiss an employee. The
proposal introduces a ninth cumulation
ground, allowing an employer to mix
several grounds to dismiss an employee.

Paulien van der Grinten
contracts within three years (currently
two years), before being obliged to
provide a permanent employment
contract. When an employer wants
to avoid a permanent contract, he
has to interrupt the employment
for a period of six months.

T: +31 71 535 80 00
W: www.tk.nl
Paulien van Grinten
E: vandergrinten@tk.nl

Transition payment
Dutch employees are, in most cases,
entitled to a ‘transition payment’ (which
amounts to 1/3 month’s salary per year
of service) paid by the employer if they
are dismissed and they have worked
for an employer for two years or more.
This proposal states that employees will
be entitled to the transition payment
from day one of their employment.
In addition to the abovementioned,
this proposal contains changes to
payrolling, on-call contracts, a longer
probationary period in a permanent
contract and non-compete clauses.
The expectation is that all these
changes combined will repair the
flaws of the Work and Security Act.
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Reaching Across the Pond:

How the European Union’s
Privacy Regulation Might
Apply to Your Business
By David S. Greber
The European Union’s (the ‘EU’)
latest privacy law, known as the General
Data Protection Regulation (‘GDPR’),
went into effect on 25 May 2018.
The GDPR imposes significant and
sweeping obligations on businesses
that gather ‘Personal Data’ (1) – enough
so that American businesses might
hope that the Atlantic is wide enough
to separate them from the GDPR.
But the GDPR’s territorial scope has
arms that are long enough to reach
many American businesses. Europe
regards privacy as a fundamental human
right, and it has spent more than 70
years protecting that right through a
series of declarations, conventions,
charters, directives, and regulations.
The high value that Europe places
on privacy is likely to influence the
scope and zeal of its enforcement of
the GDPR on American companies.

When Doesn’t the
GDPR Apply to a
Business in the
United States?
Fortunately, the GDPR does not
apply to all Personal Data gathered

from or about European data subjects.
It does not apply to Personal Data that
is gathered from data subjects in the
US if the data is also ‘controlled’ (2)
and ‘processed’ (3) by companies that
are not established in Europe. For
example, Personal Data about a German
who buys a car while she is living in
New Jersey, which is controlled and
processed by the dealer in New Jersey,
is not subject to the GDPR. But the
GDPR does apply to Personal Data
gathered about an American who buys
a car (or a coffee) while living in Paris.
David S. Greber

When Does the GDPR
Apply to a Business in
the United States?
Any of these business
attributes or activities will subject
an American company to the
requirements of the GDPR:

‘Establishment’
in the EU
The GDPR applies to ‘the Processing
of Personal Data in the context of
the activities of an establishment
of a controller or processor in the

[European] Union, regardless of
whether the processing takes place in
the Union or not.’ GDPR Art. 3(1).
Establishment doesn’t necessarily
mean having a physical location
in the EU, or having a subsidiary
that does - although either of those
facts would trigger the application
of the GDPR. Any real and effective
activity in the EU through stable
arrangements can represent the
necessary ‘establishment’ and trigger
the application of the GDPR. Examples
of stable arrangements include renting
a post office box or office, establishing
a bank account, and contracting with
an independent contractor who acts
as your business’s representative.
If a business is ‘established’ in the
EU, it doesn’t matter whether the

(1) The GDPR defines Personal Data as any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’). GDPR Art. 4(1).
(2) ‘Control’ means to determine the purposes and means of the Processing of Personal Data. See GDPR Art. 4(7).
(3) ‘Processing’ is broadly defined to mean ‘any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by
automated means, such as collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission,
dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or destruction.’ GDPR Art. 4(2).
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Processing of Personal Data takes
place outside Europe. Processing in
the United States of Personal Data
relating to Data Subjects who live in the
United States will still be subject to the
GDPR if the processing is in the context
of the activities of a European data
controller or processor. For example,
if an American business engages
the Colorado subsidiary of a French
company to process payroll data of
American employees, the processing
will be subject to the GDPR, even if
the processing occurs in Denver.

Offering Goods or
Services to Data
Subjects in the EU
The GDPR applies to businesses that
‘envisage’ offering goods or services
to data subjects in Europe, even if no
money changes hands. Non-profits
are also not exempt. Theoretically,
intention to offer goods or services to
European data subjects is the critical
question. Regulators would examine
such facts as whether the US business’s
website references European customers,
permits payment in a European
currency, or includes translation into
European languages. While intention
is theoretically critical, if a US business
ends up with more than a few European
customers ‘unintentionally’, regulators
may well find that the GDPR applies.
If an American business gathers
contact information from website
visitors or customers located in the
EU, and then sends marketing emails
to those visitors, then the business
will have to comply with the GDPR.

‘Monitoring’ Data
Subject Behavior
in the EU
Here are activities that will catch
many US businesses by surprise.
A business that places cookies,

uses geolocation or other tracking
technologies, or engages in behavioral
advertising on devices located in the
EU, is subject to the GDPR. Such
monitoring and behavioral profiling
activities particularly concern EU
regulators. And American businesses
use these techniques all the time.

By Contract
US businesses may be asked to
agree to certain GDPR duties if they
are dealing with a company that is
subject to the GDPR (or thinks that it
is). For example, a European company
that provides data processing services
to an American company is a ‘Data
Processor’ under the GDPR. As such,
it has obligations under the GDPR
to define certain responsibilities and
rights in a written contract with the
‘Data Controller’, whether the Data
Controller is in Europe or not.
In the flurry to comply with the
GDPR by the 25 May 2018 effective date,
some companies may have asked US
companies to sign contract addenda
with GDPR obligations when they were
not required to do so. Rather than
simply sign these contract addenda, US
businesses should consider exploring
why the addenda are necessary. If the
addenda are not required under the
GDPR, push-back may be in order.

What a Business
Should Do If the
GDPR Applies to It
A full discussion of this topic is
beyond the scope of this article, but an
American business that is subject to
the GDPR has several basic options:
1. Stop doing the things that trigger
the application of the GDPR.
Businesses that rely on the European
market may not have this luxury.
2. Do what it takes to comply with the
GDPR, or at least make convincing
movements in that direction. The

potential benefits of this approach
also include coming into compliance
with US federal and state privacy
and data protection laws with
which the business may not be
complying either. Moving toward
GDPR compliance would also help
reduce the risk of data breaches
and the financial and reputational
losses that accompany them.
3. Chance getting caught. On the one
hand, one would think that the
European regulators have enough
low-hanging enforcement fruit to
keep them busy for many years. On
the other hand, potential fines are
huge (up to 4% of worldwide annual
revenue) and the GDPR gives citizens
the right to complain and sue in
ways that pose a greater regulatory
and litigation threat than what
businesses face in the United States.

Conclusion
The GDPR applies to more United
States businesses than you might
think. American businesses would
do well to determine if the GDPR
applies to them. If it does, then making
progress toward GDPR compliance
will reduce exposure to EU fines
and suits, improve the business’s
compliance with US federal and state
privacy and data protection laws, and
reduce the financial and reputational
risks associated with data breaches.
Even if the business turns its back on
the EU, establishing a comprehensive
privacy and data protection program
can be a good investment.
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The implementation of
regulations concerning
Personal Data Protection
By Julian Rivera
and Carolina Rodriguez
The adoption of regulatory rules
on the subject of data protection
has seen an important evolution
over time. The focus of these rules
is to protect privacy rights, and in
general all those that are related
to the protection of personal data.
Due to the growth and interest
in the protection of these rights,
international law needs to be more
effective in their protection. The
evolution of data protection is actually
happening, especially considering that
in several countries, the appropriate
mechanisms for protecting the
right haven’t been established. In
order to learn about the importance
of personal data protection, it is
necessary to take an overview of the
background of the data protection
right, as well as its evolution in
the face of new technologies and
telecommunications. Subsequently,
it is easier to understand the existing
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reality in terms of the implementation
of data protection regulation in
different countries, especially in
Latin America where, even though
many of these countries already
regulate the matter in a general
way and others in a stricter way,
there is still an important lack of
education and training about the

use of protecting rules of personal
data protection. Furthermore,
some countries still don’t even
have a project for implementing
data protection regulations.
Here is a brief approach to
the current situation of the
implementation of personal data
protection regulation in Latin

Country

Article of
the Constitution

General Law

Argentina

Article 43

Law Number 25.326

Chile

Law Number 19.628

Colombia

Article 15

Law Number 1581

Mexico

Article 6

- Federal Law on Transparency
and Access to Government Public
Information
- Federal Law on Protection of
Personal Data in Possession of
Individuals

Peru

Articles 2, 161, 162 and 200

Law Number 29.733

Uruguay

Articles 7, 11, 28, 72 and 332 Law Number 18.331

GGI PRACTICE GROUP PAGES
American countries. Some countries
such as Argentina, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, Peru and Uruguay have
developed personal data protection
matters in their Constitution and also
in their general laws. The table below

shows the regulation implemented
by each Latin American country
On the other side, countries as
Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, Panama
and Venezuela are still developing
laws about personal data protection
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in order to create a solid regulatory
structure in this area. So far, they have
projects ongoing which means that
there is much more to do to promote
a culture that stresses the importance
of personal data protection.

GGI Practice Groups

Newly elected Global
Leadership Teams
The current term for most
Leadership Teams of GGI’s
Practice Groups is drawing to a
close. Three years have passed
since the last elections and so
it was time to elect new ones
(or re-elect the current ones).
We warmly thank all Practice
Group leaders who have taken
aside time in their busy schedules
to invent new ideas, create
projects, shape contents and
organise so many get-togethers
and valuable meetings.
Elections have been closed;
the new term will start with
effect from 22 October 2018
for the next three years.
In the following you can
view the new (or re-elected)
Global Leadership Teams
(regional leadership teams will
be appointed in October):
Auditing, Reporting &
Compliance (ARC)
Global Chair: Boris Michels
Global Vice Chair: Michel De Wolf
Global Vice Chair: Andrew Jones

Business Development
& Marketing (BDM)
Global Chair: Jim Ries
Global Vice Chair: Talia Berger

M&A
Global Chair: Tim van der Meer
Global Vice Chair: Lee Lloyd
Global Vice Chair: Robert Thompson

Corporate, Commercial & IP (CCIP)
Global Chair: Ady Nordman
Global Vice Chair: Jimmy Gill

Real Estate
Global Chair: Paul Simmons

Debt Collection, Restructuring
& Insolvency (DCRI)
Global Chair: Dr Attila Kovacs
Global Vice Chair: Mario Kapp
Global Vice Chair: Byron Moldo
Global Mobility Solutions (GMS)
Global Chair: Huub Kapel
Global Vice Chair: Veerle Triempont
Indirect Taxes (IDT)
Global Chair: Steve McCrindle
Global Vice Chair: Toon Hasselman
Labour Law
Global Chair: Jeffrey L. R. Kenens
Global Vice Chair: Patricia Goodson

Trust & Estate Planning (TEP)
Global Chair: Prof Stefano Loconte
Global Vice Chair: Sergio
Guerrero Rosas
The new (and re-elected) Global
Chairs can be assured of the
full support of GGI Head Office.
They will start their work directly
after GGI’s World Conference
with effect from 22 October 2018.
Regional Leadership Teams will
be appointed then by the new (or
re-elected) Global Chairpersons.
Anyone interested in actively
participating in the Practice
Groups can contact Barbara
Reiss at b.reiss@ggi.com.

Litigation & Dispute
Resolution (LDR)
Global Chair: Johan F. Langelaar
Global Vice Chair: Dr Karl
Friedrich Dumoulin
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AUDITING, REPORTING & COMPLIANCE

Occupational
Fraud and Abuse
By Ufuk Doğruer

What is
‘Occupational Fraud’?
‘Occupational fraud’ occurs if the
top management, employees or third
parties are deliberately engaged in
fraudulent behaviours in order to
provide benefits. The fraudulent forms
of movement aimed at providing
unfair gains can be realised in many
different forms. Some of these
movements can be listed as follows:
theft, check and payment tampering,
fraudulent payments, bribery, illegal
gratuities, economic extortion,
billing schemes, payroll schemes
and financial statement frauds.
The following graph ‘The Fraud
Triangle’ is used to describe the factors
that lead to the above-mentioned
fraudulent behaviours and to search
for red flags in each of these areas. The
tip points of the fraud triangle usually
consist of three factors observed for
the execution of the fraudulent activity:
Pressure: This is the point at
which the perpetrator encourages
himself to make the fraud. For
example, financial difficulties.
Opportunity: The inefficiency of
the internal control system can lead
to the creation of the appropriate
environment for fraud and corruption.
The fraudster sees the internal control
weakness and starts to abuse it.
Rationalisation: The internal
reason created by the fraudster.
For example, ‘I will just borrow
this; I will pay it back later; the
boss is earning more than me.’
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International
Dimensions of
Occupational
Fraud and Abuse
The 2018 version of the ‘Global
Study on Occupational Fraud and
Abuse’ prepared by the Association
of Certified Fraud Examiners
(ACFE), which contains up-todate data, has been released.
According to the report, which
provides up-to-date and important
information on fraud and abuse,
there are certain categories that
illustrate how occupation fraud
and abuse is done. The report
presents these categories under the

heading ‘Occupational Fraud and
Abuse Classification System’ or, in
other words, ‘The Fraud Tree’.
In the report, according to the
data obtained from 125 countries,
23 different sectors and 2,690 fraud
and abuse cases, 89% of fraud and
abuse cases are realised by the ‘asset
misappropriation’ method. Although
asset misappropriation is the most
common form of fraud and abuse,
embezzlement with an average loss
of USD 114.000 is the least common
loss method for victim organisations.
On the other hand, ‘corruption’
constitutes 38% of the cases examined
in the report as the second most
common method of fraud and
abuse. The corruption case results in
higher losses, although corruption
is rarely encountered compared to
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Social isolation;
Complaining about lack of authority.

asset misappropriation. The average
amount of loss that occurred in victim
organisations is USD 250,000.
The least frequently encountered
‘financial statement frauds’ method
is causing the victim organisation to
suffer the biggest losses. It accounts
for 10% of all cases and leads to an
average loss of USD 800,000.

Steps to be taken
by organisations
in the prevention
of occupational
‘Behavioural red flags’
fraud and abuse
of perpetrators
As Financial Axis; according to
the information we obtain from the
companies for whom we conduct
fraud audits, the abusers indicate
the following ‘behavioural red
flags’ regarding fraud and abuse.

‘Internal control deficiencies’ are
fundamental to the creation of fraud
and abuse. Some of the steps that
organisations can take to address
these shortcomings are as follows:

Living beyond means;
Financial difficulties;
Unusually close association
with vendor/customer;
Control issues, unwillingness
to share duties;
Divorce/family problems;
‘Wheeler-dealer’ attitude;
Irritability, suspiciousness,
or defensiveness;
Addiction problems;
Complaining about inadequate pay;

Internal audit department;
Code of conduct;
External audit of financial
statements;
Independent audit committee;
Hotline;
Proactive data monitoring/analysis;
Account reconciliation;
Fraud training for managers/
executives and employees;
Surprise audits;
Job rotation/mandatory vacation;
Rewards for whistle-blowers.

Ufuk Doğruer
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING

Taking a Focused Approach
to Accountable Growth
much more accountability to our
Firm’s business development efforts.
Other critical steps were:

By Jeffery L. Mowery
At the 2018 GGI North American
Regional Conference, I had the
opportunity to co-present with Gale
Crosley in a breakout session on
Driving Accountable Growth.
Gale Crosley is the leading growth
consultant in the CPA world. She
has been consistently recognised
by Accounting Today as among
the Top 100 Most Influential in the
Profession and by Inside Public
Accounting as a Top 10 Most
Recommended Consultant. Our Firm
started working with Gale about
four years ago and have graduated
from her programme. It has been
a huge success for our Firm.
During the course of our
programme together, I was able to
offer the following comments.
Our Firm was founded in 1996
by two people who were very good
at business development; which is
how we built our Firm. We brought
on one client at a time and grew
with them. This growth came from
individual efforts which were primarily
tactical and focused on us being
generalists. Despite this success, we
were reaching the point where we
were growing so fast that the founders
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Jeffery L. Mowery
could not keep filling the bucket.
I had known Gale for several years
and we brought her in as consultant
to help us take a more focused
approach to our growth. Our efforts
then became segment leader driven,
strategic and focused on specialisation.
The results have been fantastic.
Our first step was to analyse our
practice in terms of segments. We
focused on identifying our clients
in terms of service lines and buyer
groups. We assigned segment leaders
who were given responsibility for the
financial health and strategic direction
of their particular segment. We then
undertook a detailed financial analysis
of these segments to figure out where
we were making money. This led us
to a much more focused approach
to our business development. We
placed our efforts and resources
in those segments where we could
bring the greatest value to the Firm.
This process also allowed us to bring

Hiring a marketing coordinator
to help us achieve greater brand
recognition. Under her leadership,
we redesigned our website and
made a significant effort to increase
our social media presence. These
efforts have helped us increase
awareness of our reputation as a
firm. We have utilised search engine
optimisation to effectively generate
leads. Additionally, our brand as
an employer has achieved much
greater recognition and positively
impacted our recruiting results.
More recently, we have added a
business development manager
to our team. His focus will be
very concentrated in certain
segments where we have been very
successful, as described below. This
is a natural step in our ongoing
business development efforts.
We have developed a very active
pipeline process. Our team meets
every two weeks without fail to
review qualified leads, non-qualified
leads and the next steps in the
engagement process. We review
each opportunity over a threshold
amount and see how we can deliver
the best engagement approach.
The pipeline process also allows
us to share information about our
overall efforts and maximise results.
We have put significant effort
into our proposal process. Our
focus is on understanding the
client needs and pain points. We
attempt to create value for the
potential client in the process by
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informally consulting on issues
that affect them. This process is
much deeper than simply stating
our qualifications. We want the
potential client to see the value that
we provide and that differentiates
our Firm. The result has been that
our close rate on qualified leads
has dramatically increased.
Using the above approach, we
have developed some concentrated
service lines, which are functioning
‘eco-systems’ that are literally
generating qualified leads on a
continuing basis. This process
involved establishing our Firm
as a thought leader in the
particular segment. Our most
successful effort has been in the
establishment of a buyer group with
‘search funds’, which is a form of
sponsored entrepreneurship that
eventually involves the acquisition
of a standalone business. We
assist in the due diligence
process and in many cases the
target company becomes an
assurance and tax client. Other
successful segments include our
‘out-sourced CFO’ service line

and our work with contractors
and technology companies.
All of the above described activity
has been an outgrowth of our work
with Gale Crosley. This activity
has enabled us to have a high level
of organic growth over the past
four years. This organic growth
when combined with two strategic
acquisitions allowed us to double
our revenue over the past five years.

We were recognised as one of the
fastest growing firms in the United
States by Inside Public Accounting.
We also made the Inc Magazine list
of the 5000 Fastest Growing Private
Companies in the United States.
All of these great results came from
following Gale’s programme which
completely changed our approach to
one that is segment leader driven,
strategic and focused on specialisation.
This has really transformed our Firm.

INTERNATIONAL TAXATION (ITPG)

US Taxpayers May
Have a Nasty Surprise in
the 2018 Filing Season
The United States Internal Revenue
Service is warning taxpayers to evaluate
their current withholding rates and
their proper estimated payments
for 2018, or else they may have a
nasty surprise when they prepare

their 2018 returns and find out they
owe a substantial amount of tax and
penalties. Why? Congressional auditors
say about 30 million people — 21%
of US taxpayers — will have withheld
too little from their pay checks under

government tables keyed to the new
tax law. The tax reform legislation
that passed in December of 2017,
known as The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,
made major changes to the tax law
including increasing the standard
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deduction, removing personal
exemptions, increasing the Child
Tax Credit, limiting or discontinuing
certain deductions (such as the
state and local tax deduction), and
changing tax rates and brackets.
These can significantly impact one's
expected tax refund or balance due
on filed returns going forward.
It is important that taxpayers
have their accountant or tax adviser
review their current tax situation to
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see if they are withholding the correct
amount of tax in light of these tax
law changes or if they need to make
greater estimated tax payments to
address the tax that may be due and
avoid underpayment penalties. The
IRS provides a ‘withholding calculator’
for this purpose and Publication 505
‘Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax’
to assist with these issues to avoid
potential problems. The calculator
applies the new law to a taxpayer's
specific financial situation. Taxpayers
who are W-2 employees should contact
their human resources department
to change their withholding through
their payroll service by completing
a new W-4 if necessary. If a taxpayer
is self-employed or does not receive
a W-2, they may still need to revise
the estimated payments they are
making every quarter. Publication
505's worksheets can assist taxpayers
who have more complicated

Laurie B. Kazenoff
issues where they may owe selfemployment tax, are subject to the
alternative minimum tax, or have
dividend income, interest income,
capital gains, dependents' unearned
income, or rents and royalties.

LABOUR LAW

If You Have Employees Who
Live or Work in Massachusetts,
You Need to Relearn NonCompetes Right Now
By William P.H. Cary,
D. Beth Langley and Bryan Starrett
For companies with employees
or contractors who live or work in
Massachusetts, a recently passed
law has significantly changed how
covenants not to compete in that
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state may be used. The new law,
which will take effect in October
2018, contains major changes to the
state’s non-compete law, including:
For certain classes of employees,
non-compete agreements
will always be prohibited.

Non-competes will only be
enforceable against employees who
voluntarily quit or who are fired for
cause, a term not defined in the law.
The law puts clear limits on
how, when and for how long an
employer can restrict an employee’s
post-employment activities.
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During the period of the
non-compete, the employer
may have to pay the former
employee ‘garden leave’.
Other restrictive covenant
agreements, such as nonsolicitation agreements, are
unaffected by the new law.
The law’s most significant
provisions, and how they are
likely to impact employers,
are discussed below.

To whom does the
new law apply?
The law applies to covenants
not to compete entered on or after
1 October, 2018 by any employee
or any independent contractor
living or working in Massachusetts.
The law also prohibits the use
of non-competes with certain
types of employees, including:
Employees classified as non-exempt
under the Fair Labor Standards Act;
Undergraduate or graduate
students who are engaged in
short-term employment;
Employees who have
been terminated without
cause or laid off; or
Employees who are 18
years old or younger.
Notably, what it means to
be terminated with ‘cause’
is not defined in the law.

What type of
agreements does the
new law govern?
The law governs ‘noncompetition
agreements’, which are defined as:
An agreement between an employer
and an employee, or otherwise arising
out of an existing or anticipated
employment relationship, under

which the employee or expected
employee agrees that the employee
will not engage in certain specified
activities competitive with the
employee’s employer after the
employment relationship has ended.
The law also applies to ‘forfeiture
for competition’ agreements, which
is any agreement which ‘imposes
adverse financial consequences
on a former employee as a result
of the termination if the employee
engages in competitive activities.’.
Notably, the law does not
impact other types of restrictive
covenant agreements, including:

William P.H. Cary

Non-competes made in connection
with the sale of a business;
Non-competes made in connection
with the cessation or separation
of employment (provided that
the employee is given seven
days to revoke acceptance);
Agreements prohibiting
post-termination solicitation
of employees, customers,
and/or vendors; and
Non-disclosure of confidential
information agreements.
The law governs any
noncompetition agreement entered
into on or after 1 October, 2018.

D. Beth Langley

What steps does
the law require
when entering into
a non-compete?
The law imposes some familiar
requirements for the valid
execution of a non-compete, but
also distinguishes between noncompetes entered at the beginning
of employment versus those entered
into after employment has begun.
All non-competes must be:
In writing;
Signed by both the employee
and employer; and

Bryan Starrett
Expressly state the employee’s
right to consult with counsel
prior to signing.
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If a non-compete is signed at the
commencement of employment, it
must be presented to the employee
either when the employment offer
is made to the employee or 10
days before the employee starts
work, whichever comes first.
If a non-compete is signed
after employment has begun, it
must be supported by ‘fair and
reasonable consideration’, a
term not defined in the law.

What is the
permissible scope
of a non-compete
under the new law?
The law proscribes limits on
the geographic scope, duration
and protectable interests an
employer may use to justify the
non-compete. Specifically:
Geographic Scope: The geographic
scope will be presumed reasonable
as long as it is limited to the
geographic areas in which the
employee ‘provided services or had
a material presence or influence’
at any time in the employee’s
last two years of employment.
Duration: The law puts an outer
limit of one year on non-competes,
unless the employee is shown
to have breached a fiduciary
duty or has unlawfully taken the
employer’s physical or electronic
property; the exception would
allow tolling of the restriction
period for up to two years.
Employer’s Legitimate Business
Interests: A non-compete must
be no broader than necessary
to protect one or more of the
employer’s legitimate business
interests as defined in the statute,
which include the employer’s trade
secrets, confidential information
that would not qualify as a trade
secret, and goodwill. A noncompete will be presumed to satisfy
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this element if the employer can
demonstrate that no other type
of restrictive covenant (such as a
non-solicitation agreement or nondisclosure agreement) would be
sufficient to protect the legitimate
business interest at issue.
Employee’s Proscribed Activities: A
non-compete must be reasonable
in what employee activities it
proscribes; the law presumes as
reasonable a non-compete that
limits an employee from providing
to a new employer ‘only the specific
types of services provided by the

employee at any time during the
last 2 years of employment’.

What other
requirements does the
law create to enforce
a non-compete?
Employers will have to make at
least some type of payment to an
employee to enforce a non-compete.
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The law requires a non-compete to be
supported by a ‘garden leave clause’
or ‘other mutually agreed upon
consideration’. A ‘garden leave clause’
would require an employer to pay,
throughout the restriction period, at
least 50% of the employee’s highest
annual base salary in the two years
preceding termination. It is unclear
whether an employer and employee
may agree to consideration less than
the garden leave as defined in the law.

must be brought either in the county
in which the employee resides or, if
mutually agreed upon by the employer
and employee, in Suffolk County.
Notably, employers may not
use a choice of law provision to
avoid the new law’s requirements.
Indeed, the law prohibits the use
of a choice of law provision that
would avoid the law’s requirements
if the employee ‘is, and has been
for at least 30 days immediately
preceding his or her cessation
of employment, a resident of or
employed in Massachusetts at the
time of’ the employee’s termination.

What other
implications does
the law have
for an employer
seeking to enforce
a non-compete?

What should
employers do
in response to
this new law?

The law permits, but does not
require, courts to ‘blue pencil’ an
overbroad non-compete to render it
valid and enforceable to the extent
necessary to protect an employer’s
legitimate business interests.
Any civil action brought to enforce
a non-compete subject to the law

Many employers have noncompetes in place for employees
across the country, often choosing
to use a standard agreement with
an election to use the law of the
jurisdiction of their company
headquarters. That approach may
put at risk the enforceability of

non-competes entered with those
employees that live or work in
Massachusetts, and employers
should take care to review their
noncompetition agreements to ensure
that they comply with the new law.
Additionally, employers should
work with counsel to craft noncompetes that substantively comply
with the new law, and should
also review their onboarding and
hiring procedures to ensure that
their non-competes meet the new
law’s requirements for how such
agreements must be entered.
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Seven Practice Group
newsletters published
The following seven Practice
Groups have published newsletters:
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& Marketing (BDM)
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Indirect Taxes (IDT)
International Taxation (ITPG)
Labour Law

Litigation & Dispute
Resolution (LDR)
Real Estate
The online versions are already
available on GGI’s website (member
section); some printed copies
will be presented in Buenos Aires
during the World Conference.
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BOOK REVIEW

Treating People Well:
The Extraordinary Power of
Civility at Work and in Life
A guide to personal and professional
empowerment through civility and
social skills, written by two White
House Social Secretaries who offer
an important fundamental message
– everyone is important and everyone
deserves to be treated well.
Former White House social
secretaries Lea Berman, who worked
for George and Laura Bush, and
Jeremy Bernard, who worked for
Michelle and Barack Obama, have
written an entertaining and uniquely
practical guide to personal and
professional success in modern
life. Their daily experiences at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue taught them
valuable lessons about how to
work productively with people from
different walks of life and points of
view. These Washington insiders
share what they’ve learned through
first person examples of their own
glamorous (and sometimes harrowing)
moments with celebrities, foreign
leaders and that most unpredictable
of animals – the American politician.
This book is for you if you feel
unsure of yourself in social settings,
if you’d like to get along more easily
with others, or if you want to break
through to a new level of cooperation
with your boss and co-workers. They
give specific advice for how to exude
confidence even when you don’t feel it,
ways to establish your reputation as an
individual whom people like, trust, and
want to help, and lay out the specific
social skills still essential to success
- despite our increasingly digitised
world. Jeremy and Lea prove that
social skills are learned behaviour that
anyone can acquire, and tell the stories
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of their own unlikely
paths to becoming the
social arbiters of the
White House, while
providing tantalising
insights into the character
of the first ladies and
presidents they served.
This is not a book
about old school
etiquette; they explain
the things we all want
to know, like how to
walk into a roomful of
strangers and make
friends, what to do about
a difficult colleague who
makes you dread coming
to work each day, and
how to navigate the
sometimes-treacherous
waters of social media
in a special chapter
on ‘Virtual Manners’.
For lovers of White
House history, this is a
treasure of never-beforepublished anecdotes
from the authors and their fellow
former social secretaries as they
describe pearl-clutching moments
with presidents and first ladies dating
back to the Johnson administration.

The authors make a case for the
importance of a return to treating
people well in American political life,
maintaining that democracy cannot
be sustained without public civility.

Treating People Well
The Extraordinary Power of Civility at Work and in Life
Authors: Lea Berman and Jeremy Bernard
Publisher: Scribner (January 9, 2018))
Language: English
Hardcover: 256 pages
ISBN-10: 1501157981
ISBN-13: 978-1501157981
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Join our upcoming GGI Events:
GGI Latin American Regional Conference
Buenos Aires, Argentina | 17-18 October 2018
GGI World Conference
Buenos Aires, Argentina | 18-21 October 2018
GGI Leadership Forum & EasyMeet
Venice, Italy | 02-04 November 2018
GGI German Speaking Chapter
Budapest, Hungary | 09-11 November 2018
GGI Asia-Pacific Regional Conference
Bali, Indonesia | 29 November - 02 December 2018
GGI PG Chairpersons meeting
Zurich, Switzerland | 01-03 February 2019
GGI ITPG Global Tax Summit
Tel Aviv, Israel | 14-17 February 2019
GGI European Regional Conference
Prague, Czech Republic | 09-12 May 2019
GGI Pan-American Regional Conference
Houston (TX), USA | 20-23 June 2019
GGI French-Speaking Chapter
Paris, France | 05-07 July 2019 (TBC)
GGI World Conference
Marrakech, Morocco | 12-15 September 2019 (TBC)
GGI Asia-Pacific Regional Conference
Bali, Indonesia | 28 November - 01 December 2019 (TBC)
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